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LETTERS to the EDITOR
Marijuana
Editor:

This concerns the letter entitled "Marijuana" in your Feb.
19 issue.
I would certainly hate to hate
that writer, who advocates liberal
use of marijuana and who claims
to be a dental student, "turned
on" as he might be about to do
an extraction or any kind of deep
probe in MY mouth
I

EDITORIAL

reporter or judge has violated or ASUCMC assembly "represents"
will soon be in a position to at- us, it would be interesting to learn
tempt a violation of the "code." who authorized the statement (sevThe eleventh commandment has eral claim the honor), how much
always existed and for those who discussion took place in the Asdespise the four year program of sembly p understand it was all
needless harassment here and are of one-half hour in each of two
fortunate enough to have an ac- meetings), and just exactly who
tive imagination, it will continue voted which position (I understand
to exist: "Thou shalt not be there was a unanimous vote). It

caught." For those who would not
violate the honor code anyway, the
system is superfluous, and for
those who would violate it knowingly, it is only a slight deterrent.
Elizabeth A. Pforr
I call your attention to the fact
San Carlos, Calif.
that repeat appearances before
the board of inquiry are not unknown.
Since the faculty reserves the
Editor:
right of accepting or denying the
I have some serious doubts about recommendations of the judicial

Honor System?

the Honor System as it is currentapplied in the University of
California School of Dentistry. At
a time when the health professions are jeopardized by the ignorance and increasing influence
and power of socialism, it would
appear that stronger bonds should
exist between the members of the
health professions. Certainly this
is true of the members in one
wing of the "health team." I doubt
that what is often called the "Autorat system" can serve that aim in
any way.
It is argued that the license
to practice dentistry implies the
responsibility of self government,
and that with that privilege goes

ly

As the SYNAPSE goes to press, the nation has been acutely shocked

by the untimely and unfortunate death of Reverend Martin Luther
King. This event comes at the end of a week of change and upheaval,
as was evidenced by President Johnson's Sunday night address to
the nation. Although the nature of the SYNAPSE necessitates the
preparation of the paper far in advance, the occurrences of the past
week make it imperative that we recognize their potential impact on
the Medical Center community and the world at large. Regardless of
one's opinions on current happenings, or even if one has no opinions
at all, it cannot be denied that these events will have tremendous
repercussions for each of us.
President Johnson's announcement seemed to be the first palpable
indication that the war in Viet Nam may not be eternal, and it
elicited a cautious sigh of relief from all of us. No matter what
political perspective one has, Johnson's withdrawalseemed a positive
step toward the confrontation of problems which must be resolved.
The Medical Center, because of its specialized nature and goal
orientation, tends to be insular in relation to the larger context

of society. Those who would maintain that direct involvement with
what transpires around them is not necessary should be reminded of
the time two years ago when activities at the Medical Center were
cancelled due to riots in the Fillmore district.
In view of the events of the past week, which culminated in the
tragic death of Reverend King, we do not see how it is possible to
remain uninvolved. The choice of action or inaction still rests with
the individual, but it seems to us that there is a responsibility to become aware of what is happening and to consider at length the
possible ramifications of events which take place outside one's own
little world.
James A. McNamara
Editor

synapse

the requirement to police the
group's membership. As applied
to the school of dentistry this

means that it is an inviolable fact
that one who observes a transgression must report the transgressor to the appropriate governing body. In other honor codes, he
who fails to report an observed
infraction shares equal guilt with
the violator. It is my belief that
those who accept and believe in
such a system should have a much
stronger voice in the formulation
of the rules and regulations under
which they must exist and practice than they now have. The archaic rules, regulations, and requirements extent in the school of
dentistry preclude the possibility
lof contemporary thinking in their

committee (a poor title at best),
it implies at least a mild distrust in the system. Further distrust is evident in the various
methods utilized to reduce collaboration during exams and bends in
the clinical arrow. If the faculty has
such weak trust in the system, and
since they do deserve the right of
final judgment and sentence, I
feel the duties of keeping us honest
are incumbent upon them. Let them
proctor their own exams, and let
the responsibility of arrest, judg-

and sentence fall entirely on
them.
I have stated before that I have
little or no faith in the Honor
System in its existing form, and
that I will not participate in it
beyond following the rules and the
dictates of the faculty and administration, but I now feel I must
modify my belief to the extent
that I sense an unhealthy need
for vengeance. Let my fellow man
beware; he who victimizes can just
as easily become the victim. A
man who insists on doing the laundry of others should first assure
himself that his own wardrobe
is tidy beyond fault. It is this new
ment

feeling that confirms my previously stated belief that our current
honor system is unwholesome and
needs either change or dissolution.
Respectfully,
Herbert W. Fawcett
4th Year Dentistry

seems incredible to me that the
entire Assembly swallowed that
bit of "tea" tripe. It should be
rewritten and discussed at the
least. In fact, I question that it is
within the realm of the Assembly's established purpose to adopt
such statements, but apparently
we have representatives who need
to play government on occasion.
As to the letter, 1 have no intention of getting involved in a prolonged argument. But I would like
to point out a couple of things. It
may or may not be true that
driving under the influence of alcohol and marijuana are equally
bad. However, you can get the book
thrown at you for drunken driving. It can>be shown that you have
a certain level of alcohol in your
blood. On the other hand, how can
you get hanged for excessive use
of marijuana while driving? There
is no test known to medical science.
Holler loudly if I'm wrong.
Lastly, "Withheld" says his
mental processes are much clearer under the influence of pot. He
suffers no ill effects. He has tried
marijuana and it is NOT bad. And
yet he "tries very hard to drive
carefully under its influence." He
also says he doesn't NEED to use
it, he just likes to; but apparently
this is the way "he learns to appreciate the important things in
life." That's no crutch??? Is it
ONLY through pot that he can enjoy life —enjoy a feeling of wellbeing? If so, maybe pot is worthwhile. But to pipe the adage not
to knock something if I haven't
tried it is sheer idiocy. 1 haven't
tried murder and I feel suitably
qualified to knock that.
Perhaps I should withhold my
name also as I would not wish
to feel that any improvement in
grades is due to my stand on marijuana rather than my improvement in clinical ability.

.

formulation.
Gene Schacht
The basic problem with any hon4th Year Dentistry
the
as
is
same
that
or system
facing police facilities all over Editor:
I noticed in the last SYNAPSE
the state, and that is the problem
of uniform enforcement. There a response to my letter pertaining
seems to be a sliding scale of val- to marijuana. Frankly, I'm rather Editor:
ues pervading the thinking of both disappointed by the quality of the
I address my comments to EllsEditor: James A. McNamara, Dentistry
and faculty, and it is real- reply. Surely the pot proponents worth Kelly.
'students
Editorial Staff: Barbara Drills. Nursing. Howard Darvey, Pharmacy: Dave
Your letter comes after the
ly quite complicated. This scale can muster a better spokesman
Bomar, Dentistry, Bert Spilker, "osl-Doctoral Fellow; Phyllis Long,
the infrac- than "Mr. Prudent."
involves
the
nature
of
fact.
It Is too late. Mr. Michaud
Dental Hygiene: Jeanette Heer, Dental Hygiene, Sandy Marek,
I admit lacking expertise on attempted and succeeded in pushtion, the personality of the violaNursing: Peggy Walsh. Dental Hygiene
tor, the violator's role in his im- marijuana. And it was not my pur- ing in at the head of such a long
Chief Technical Assistants: Karen Henzi. Pharmacy; Wall Prowell. Dentistry.\ mediate community, the discipline pose to make that sort of stand. patient line. The inmates are takTechnical Assistants: Boh Hravin. Naomi Adler. Toni McMahon. NickPetra- ;of the observer, and the prevail- A rebuttal to "wlthheld's" let- ing over. It is said that God
kis. Dianne Corner. (ilcnn McCormick, lirad l.indsey. Edith Havard. Cathy
ing mood of the observer. This ter gives me the opportunity to helps those who help themselves
l.auridsen:
is further complicated by the basic clarify my purpose and, secon- and students are certainly beginPhotographer
Ken Kellick
of the observer.
personality
darily, to fuel the fire and fan ning to do that, aren't they? If
Graphics
FredCahen 1
not a simple thing to coIt
is
the flame of controversy.
you are in that line, Kelly, my adBarbara Squires
Advisor
First, as to the ASUCMC state- vice is to get a wheel chair to
sign a colleague to damnation for
Opinions expressed in the SYNAPSE are those of the student editor and/or editorhis clutching at a straw when he ment, I stated that the content of rest your weary bones for you may
ial stall unless otherwise indicated, and do not necessarily represent the views of
a
he may be drowning. To the last paragraph was worthy of stand a long time.
Body
or
of
the
Student
as
whole.
fears
governments,
or
the
the University,
of
student
play judge with a man's career support. The rest of it was from
Michael Missakian
Printed in the plant of the Howarc' Quinn Co.
requires very careful' considera- page 2 of the Handbook of the LeaPharm. Chem. Grad.
298 Alabama Street, MArket 1-3750
tion. Hypocrisy runs rampant when gue of Pot Legalizers. Since the
Student
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Beer's Lair Almost Reality

CHOICE '68
By Ben Stolpa

15 meeting of the Regents of U.C. the request generated by the A.S.U.C.M.C. for University approval of an application
for a beer license was passed unanimously. The success, thus far, of
establishing our Beer's Lair is largely due to the enthusiastic support and endorsement by Chancellor Willard Fleming. After the Regental vote of confidence Chancellor Fleming was asked if he
wanted to make a statement, which he did quite succinctly by saying,
"Any comment on the outcome of this request would have more froth
than substinance." To this all I can add is, thank you, Chancellor,
At the March

—

Regents, et al.

In the very near future I plan to delarer in person the license application to the proper office and personage in Sacramento. After
submission of this application, there will be a 30-day waiting period,
during which notices will be posted at conspicuous places in the
Millberry Union of"Intent to sell alcoholic (sic beer and wine) beverages." At the end of this waiting period and after public hearings
by the ABC on the proposal, permission to begin "Operation Liquid" will most likely be granted.
Notices will be posted of when and where to go to procure the
necessary photo-ID cards and after that U.C.M.C. students will have
the unique and distinct privilege of purchasing refreshments with
ROH content In their own Student Union.
Needless to say, with the privilege go the responsibilities, but
just as the Regents and Chancellor were confident of our maturity,
so am I.

Enjoy yourself

my self 111

—

I'm glad I was able to help —I know I'll enjoy
Denis Michaud
President, A.S.U.C.M.C.

LETTERS TO EDITOR Cont.
From page 2

Academic Senate
Editor:
I wish to comment on the implications in the letters of Denis
Michaud and Ellsworth Kelly which
appeared in the February 19, 1968
SYNAPSE. Mr. Michaud, in referring to the steps to be taken
by the Senate as stated in Dr.
Forsham's letter, namely, to have
student representatives sit on
some Senate Committees states,
"It seems the Senate is gradually
(although somewhat reluctantly) developing the same philosophy
many student organizations presently have toward the Establishment, i.e., "if you can't fight them,
join 'em." The only logical interpretation of this seems to be
that Mr. Michaud is referring to
the students as the Establishment.
I am not sure that this is what
he meant, but if so, it is a curious switch. The expanded role
students may play in University
affairs toward a common goal of
a community of scholars is elaborated further on.
On the other hand, Dr. Kelly
compares the University to an
asylum and the students to inmates. This is an appalling analogy
and is about as far off as one can
get with regard to what a university is or should be. Dr. Kelly's
statement indicates he believes
that virtually all employees should
be members of the Academic Senate including "thousands upon
thousands or ordinary employees
of the University." All categories of people make valuable contributions to the University and
none shouldbe labeled "ordinary."
However, people in many categories have neither the experience nor the familiarity with aca-

demic matters, nor perform the
functions that would make them
useful members of the Academic
Senate. The Senate is not the governing body of the University, it
is not the Administration. It has
been delegated certain limited
powers by the Regents in academic areas and some of these
powers are entirely advisory.
These include determination of
its own membership and that of
the faculties and councils; authorization and supervision of all
courses of instruction; selection
of a committee to advise on the
budget; and subject to Regents
approval, to determine the conditions for admission, certificates, and degrees. The only
reason budget committees are
powerful is because the Administration has found their carefully documented advice and responsible judgment compelling so they
usually take it, although there is
no obligation to do so. The Academic Senate has attained what
influence it has in the University
by having demonstrated over the
years the correctness of its judgment which resulted from many
members becoming informed and
spending much time and effort
on the matters up for consideration. The same is true in those
colleges where students have attained a major role in the governing of a college. Antloch College is one of these. I was a
student ehre in the 1920's shortly after student participation was
started in a very modest way
in the college administration and
community government. The students showed they were willing to
take their responsibilities seriously, to become informed on the
matters under consideration, and

The dynamic campaign effort
by college students all over the
country clearly played a vital role
in Senator Eugene McCarthy's impressive showing in the New Hampshire primary. Well over a thousand students took on the full gamut
of campaign jobs
from ringing
door bells and writing speeches,
to driving cars and licking stamps.
Many observers believe the students' enthusiasm also had a significance psychological effect on
the campaign.
Perhaps the most important conclusion to be drawn from this first
1968 primary is not related to the
candidates or the issues. It is
very possibly something much
broader. Namely that effective,
articulate expression of political
opinion by students, combinedwith
their active participation in the
political process, can significantly affect the outcome of elections
and the shape of American politics.
It is with this spirited preconception that CHOICE '68*s Board
of Governors, comprised entirely
of students, is undertaking to hold
a nationwide student vote on today's critical issues. On this campus the CHOICE '68 elections will
be held simultaneously with the
UCMC campus elections on April
22-24. It is crucial that students
at this school, whatever theirpolitical sentiments, voice these senti-

DENTAL STUDENT KILLED IN AIR CRASH
On Sunday, March 17, Walter local hospital.
.Beatty and Victor Jensen, two
Jensen regained consciousness

Junior U.C. Dental students, were soon after the accident and start-

involved in an airplane accident
at Mazatlan, in Mexico. Shortly
after take off from the Mazatlan
airport, the engine of their private airplane failed at an altitude
which was probably under 150
feet. Jensen took the controls, got
the plane into a glide, and tried
in vain to restart the engine. At
the same time, he turned the plane
to avoid an area of houses at
the end of the runway. The plane
hit the ground before reaching
the flat area in which Jensen had
hoped to land.
The airplane turned over once,
hitting both wings, the tail section, engine, and stripping the
landing gear. The occupants were
dragged unconscious from thegasoline soaked site of the demolished plane and were later taken to a

ed cutting through Mexican red
tape to get adequate medical attention for Beatty, who was still
unconscious. After much work and
several days, Jensen succeeded in

getting the needed medical help for

the victims of the accident.
Beatty underwent surgery for a
brain concussion. He expired at
the beginning of the week ofMarch
24, never having regained consciousness. Jensen suffered
bruises and a severely brokenfoot.
A third passenger received bruises and a cut on the forehead.
Memorial services for Beatty
held Sunday, March 31, in Modesto,
Walter's home, were attended by
Walter's mother, father and brother, Tom, and many of Walter's
friends.
R. Walt Prowell

POETRY: Where It's At
center is again privileged to have
Mark Linenthal leading a discussion of the modern poets' search.
He is a moving, witty, energetic
stands best and searcheshis inner- speaker and he himself, seems
most person to discover what he to live at this very core of life.
Every other Monday night at
is all about. He lives at the core

The artist uses his tool, be it
paint, chisel, violin or pen and
paper to enter his own being. He
chooses the language he under-

ments by participating in the
CHOICE '68 sponsored elections.

On the ballots will be the names
of the leading candidates for national political offices as well as
serious issues facing our nation
today. Additional information regarding CHOICE '68 elections will
be made available via posters prior
to the elections, as well as in a
special SYNAPSE edition.
In the meantime, all students
are urged to keep in mind that "it
is possible to make effective protest against existing American
policies and practices by traditional democratic means," and
that the CHOICE '68 elections
will be offering an unexcelled opportunity for all students to express their opinions, despite the
fact that they may be under the
legal voting age.

the medical 7:30 he liberates the bound up
scientist/professional and leads
into the wonderfully exciting
him
to put in the long hours necessary
to attend meetings. They made val- and satisfying world of the poet.
class is only depressing In
uable contributions to the delib- The
is "lived" in this
erations. As a result of this, their that life as it
environment
in
this culture is so
participation has expanded until
core.
meaningful
far
from
the
stunow some forty years later
dents are on both the Board of Come join him in the Millberry
Trustees and the Executive Com- Union Faculty Club.
Tony Allina
mittee of the College. Reed College, I believe, has had a similar
successful experience with student
participation. However, in neither
CHOICE '68 candidates will also
Campus wide elections will be
of these institutions did the student participation take place by held April 22 through April 24 be placed on the April ballot.
way of their becoming an integral this year. All students interested CHOICE '68 is a program sponpart of the Academic Senate or in holding a student body office sored by Time magazine to inmust submit a petition bearing strument a nationwide student
members of its committees.
be
said
for
the names of 25 students by April voice on candidates for national
There is much to
keeping separate and distinct or- 8 at the ASUCMC office. Can- offices. Since this is the only
ganizations for groups with dif- didates for president must have effort thus far to solicit widespread student opinion on such
ferent functions. In fact, the new attended this Campus for four
By-Laws of the Academic Senate quarters while vice-presidential matters, it is hoped that there
have provisions to prevent the Ad- candidates for two quarters. A will be a good campus response
ministration dominating the Aca- special election issue of SYNAPSE The deadline for all copy for
demic Senate by putting its mem- will be published prior to elec- the next issue of SYNAPSE is
bers in key positions. Thus a tions introducing the candidates April 10. Stories, pictures, and
""Chancellor can no longer be Chair- and their platforms to the Student platforms must be turned in by
this date.
man of the Academic Senate and Body.
■
departmental, •■■■■■■•
Deans in multl
The Editorial Staff of the SYNAPSE welcomes all comments and ;
schools or colleges no longer can;
discussion
of not only that which appears in this newspaper, but also '.
be chairman of the faculty. Fur- |
topic
of
of interest to the Medical Center community. The ex- •
any
deans
chancellors and
! change of ideas
The S YNAPSE editorial staff has changed the date of the next issue ofthe paper thermore,
and'viewpoints is vital to the existence of a balanced, J
by custom not elected to the j
so that publication will coincide with the upcoming ASUC elections. This will be .are
representative,
stimulating newspaper.
and
a regular issue of thepaper, not an abbreviatedelection issue. All copy including Committee on Committees. How-;
"Letters to the Editor" to the SYNAPSE, •
Please
address
any
as
ever,
must
a
is
elected
a!
be subif person
election material as well as letters to the editor and other articles
first floor of Millberry Union.
Desk,
Central
mitted by April I Oth.
To page 17.
of life. This

quarter

ASUCMC Election Dates Set

-

■

:

■
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The Drug Scene On Parnassus
Drugs And The Hashbury

Marijuana Symposium

by Dr. Frederick Myers
Professor of Pharmacology

On March 23 and 24, the MedicalCenter Psychopharmacology Study
Group and the Haight-Ashbury Medical Clinic presented a symposium
entitled "Marijuana: Past and Present." The two day symposium
offered a multi-disciplinary review of marijuana presented by experts from all over the country and was attended by over 500 people
from 25 states. In conjunction with the symposium, a benefit dance
was held on Saturday night the "Congress of Wonders", "Initial
Shock" and psychedelic lights by the "Garden of Delights."

It is easy to over-emphasize the importance of'

problems associated with the use of drugs whendiscussing the Haight-Ashbury Medical Clinic and the
community that it serves. It is much more profitable to attempt an understanding of the youthful subculture that dominates the community, and, especially for those interested in the provision of
medical care for alienated and minority groups, to'
consider the usefulness of neighborhood or regionalized clinics in working with these groups.
The Haight-Ashbury community is just one example of a subculture for which established agencies
do not provide medical care or of a group which
finds it difficult to accept care from the usual
sources. To work with a group alienated from the
dominant culture by the deviance of their behavior
or other minority status one must work within the
culture. This is especially true if the medical
care is visualized as eventually intruding itself into
the way of life of the members of the isolated group
in an effort to alter patterns ofbehavior. The HaightAshbury Medical Clinic was conceived as a neighborhood clinic organized to provide medical care
not otherwise available and to provide it under
terms acceptable to the members of the new community, with realistic attention to the special needs
of the community.
Planning for the Clinic began "last winter in
anticipation of the influx of transients during the
summer. Dr. David Smith, Medical Director of the
Clinic, and Robert Conrich, a lay administrator,
deserve special credit for anticipating the need and
developing the concept. Members of the Medical
Center Psychopharmacology Study Group and others
also contributed. The Clinic opened on June 6th in
time for the hectic events of the summer.
The Clinic is housed in a former dental office
in the center of the Haight-Ashbury neighborhood at
558 Clayton Street. In addition to three examination
rooms, offices and a small laboratory, the Clinichas
a "calm center" reserved for the treatment of
acute reactions to drugs. All professional and much
other service is provided by unpaid volunteers, with
the exception of a manager, a nurse and an accountant, who receive perhaps one-half the salary that
they would receive elsewhere. The patients are
interesting and attractive enough that physicians
nurses, pharmacists, laboratory technicians and
others come regularly from as far away as Palo
Alto and San Jose to contribute their skills. Financial support of the Clinic has so far come largely
from the community that it serves, either directly
or indirectly through benefit dances and the like.
A few interested members of the middle class contribute on a regular basis and, of course, the Clinic
solicits such support desperately. During the first
three months of its operation the Clinic handled
10,000 patient visits with a total cash expenditure of
$5,000. Obviously, medical care under such circumstances is less than optimal. The Clinic closed for
six weeks early in the autumn because of financial,
difficulties, and since its reopening has been seeing;
approximately 90 patients each day at a cost of
about $1.00 per visit.
Most of the work of the Clinic consists of those
acute medical problems expected in a group of young
adults living in crowded conditions. As the problems demand and to the extent that such is possible,
referals are made to agencies known to be nonpunitive in their approach.

Adverse behavioral and physiological reactions
drugs make up only a small fraction of the
Clinic admissions even though virtually all of the
patients use drugs for various purposes and witl
various patterns of use. Marijuana, common social
drug causes no problems. The effects ofLSD and re«latd drugs used virtually rarely require treatment
now that the transient population is small. Methamphetamine, however, is a continuing problem.
:o

The provision of extended care for problems such
as the compulsive use of methamphetamine is not
yet possible even though a need and receptiveness
for counseling exists.
The Haight-Ashbury Clinic is just one unit in a
program of treatment and research. The Department of Pharmacology of the Medical Center contributes laboratory research and utilizes data and
experience from the Clinic. The Drug Abuse Screening Unit at the San Francisco General Hospital,
also directed by Dr. Smith, takes over when extended
care for acute reactions is required and allows us
to engage other groups of drug users. At Mendocino
State Hospital a program of research related to
marijuana is being developed and the clinic maintains contact with those therapists providing treatment for amphetamine use and other problems.
Research at the Clinic is carried out in such a
way as to maintain our rapport with the community.
Cooperation in our research is never made a precondition of treatment, and publication of sociologic
data will be delayed until the information cannot bo;
used to harass the community. As a result, we have
been able on two occasions to study the population
through a very comprehensive questionnair and

Dr. David Smith made the introductory remarks, mentioning that
the marijuana problem had grown to large proportions. Current
sources of information seem to indicate that 50% of the high school
students now have had experience with marijuana and that the same
percentage of use has been reported to be present in our service
population in Vietnam.
Dr. Joel Fort stated that marijuana is an ancient drug and was first
recorded in the Chinese pharmacopea as far back as 2737 B.C. Dr.
Fort pointed out that the current demonology of marijuana use had
its roots in the incorrect assumption that the drug lead to violence,
crime, hard narcotic use and mental illness. He alluded to the fact
that when things appear in sequence it does not necessarily prove
causality.

He explained that the cause of the current upswing of the use of

"pot" was due to several factors inherent in our contemporary

society. First, the massive advertising by the tobacco, alcohol and
drug industries (1-2 million dollars a dayl) which conditions people
to think that to be happy or successful one must partake of these

products. The second factor involved is the "role model" that
parents set up for the younger generation. Can one expect a son or
daughter to not look toward drugs for satisfactionwhen their parents
daily use caffeine, nicotine, alcohol, stimulants and depressants?
Peer group pressures is another problem forcing the individual to
conform. A fourth ingredient to the enigma is the curiousity which
is generated by the glorification and sensationalization surrounding
the use of marijuana. The lies and frauds perpetrated about the drug
have caused people to mistrust the authorities and in consequence
have encouraged, rather than discouraged people to use it. However,
the most basic cause of use most likely is the problem of alienation.
Perhaps life becomes so empty that people find that drugs become
necessary for them.
Dr. Frederick Meyers was next on the agenda with his discus-

sion on the pharmacology of marijuana. He discussed the clinical

elicit accurate information about its demographic
characterists and habits of drug use. Sociologists
from U.C. Berkeley and from San Jose State College
have collaborated in this effort. Among the other
current projects is a progressive study of the possible
effects of LSD use on concurrent or subsequent pregnancies. The provision of pregnancy tests thus becomes both a research and service function. Un-,
fortunately, the research efforts at this time are
also unsupported by outside funds.
The final function of the Clinic and one in which
the collaboration of the Psychopharmacology Study'
Group of the Medical Center is most important
is public education. The recent symposium on marijuana is an example. The Clinic staff speaks to many
groups of all classes and ages and publishes educationaland technical material.
The accomplishments of theClinic are impressive,
and the need is very great. If the Clinic and similar
neighborhood ventures are supported, a sense of community can be developed in the population. Such will
require tolerance for the hip philosophy, Including
the use of one or two nominally illegal drugs. If
this is not permitted, the neighborhood will become
more and more heterogeneous and a large number
of salvagable young people will be trapped by practices that will make the pattern of a year ago seem
benign indeed. To a physician both the attraction and
the tragedy of the neighborhood lies in the youthfulness of the patients. Compared with compulsive
drug users, including alcoholics, with whom I have
worked in the past, these patients present simple
therapeutic problems, but to help them the therapist!
must first establish an Identity acceptable to their!
group and this is the function of the neighborhood
.clinic.
\

•

effects of the drug, its relation to alcohol, the chemical problems
associated with the biphasic action of marijuana and the various
types of Cannabis preparations.

Dr. Alexander Shulgen gave some accountings of the new advances
in the chemistry of marijuana and the currents trends in research.
He also explained, in depth, the various methods of synthesizing
tetrahydrocanabinol (the active ingredient of marijuana).
The second day of the symposium was initiated by Frederick
Schik who reported on the drug use patterns of the Haight-Ashbury
subculture. He noted that nearly 100% of the population used the
drug at one time and that most were either regular or habitual users.
Schik stated that marijuana had nearly replaced alcohol as a "social"
drug and that the individuals used it casually in social gatherings as
well as an agent with which to "get high".
Roger Smith colorfully traced the history of marijuana legislation.
He explained the cause of our present marijuana laws and discussed the need for their updating due to the results of current
medical research and the ridiculous factors on which the present
laws were founded.

Dr. James Cary reported on the patterns of marijuana use on
college campuses and the method by which administrations should
handle "drug offensesl"

Dr. Jerry Simmons spoke on why the contemporary American
youth and our society has made the use of marijuana such a major
•social issue. He jokingly made the projection that with the present
5 million users of marijuana in the United States there will be
100,000 new users per week if each one of the 5 million just "turns
on" one friend. He placed most of the blame for theproblem on thei
generation gap and the subsequent lack of communication.
The symposium was closed after some pertinent remarks on a
rational marijuana legislation were made by Dr. Wm. McGlothlin
and a humorous recap was presented by Dr. Gene Schoenfeld.
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Director's Report
By Robert A. Alexander

I

The fourth (and next-to-last) meeting of the Union Board of Gov- j
ernors, Millberry policy-making agency, will be held on April 4, j
1968. Items of a very special interest to be discussed and debated

!

include:

I

THE UNION FEE: In order to combat inflation, should the Board
adopt a ten-year program of "very gradual" increases?

THE MILLBERRY "HOFBRAU": Now that the University's Re-;
gents have approved our proposal, what happens next? Will there by
any difficulty in obtaining a license from Sacramento? When will the j
first glass of suds be drawn?
HOUSE COMPLAINTS: Why must the Union shut-down (partially or
totally) on holidays? Can the selection of records on the juke box be j
improved? Can the Irving street elevator schedule be changed?

I

——
——
—
—

AROUND AND ABOUT THE UNION

...

V

I

Is anything new concerning FEMALE use of the recently- j
installed sauna bath?
When will work start on the Union store addition?
Where did the new lounge walls come from, and what is their j

j

purpose?

When will the new color television set be delivered?
How come the gym will be "shut-down" for five days in April?;
What special programs and activities have been planned for the
j
Spring quarter?
A final note. At the April 4 meeting, new officer nominations will;
be received. Elections will be held at the Board's year-end meeting j
set for May 23, 1968.

I

SNAC Happenings

Modelof UCSF's Future Out-Patient Clinic

New Medical Structure For U.C.
-tA new $12 million structure will be built for
medical outpatient facilities at the University of
California San Francisco Medical Center. Construction will begin early this summer, with estimated completion In 1971.
The U.S. Public Health Service provided $6.8
million towards the cost of the 200,000 square foot,
9-level structure. Remaining costs are financed by
the State of California.
Location of the structure is adjacent to the Millberry Student Union on Parnassus Avenue. The
building site straddles Arguello Boulevard between
Irving Street and Parnassus. The City of San Francisco has deeded this block of Arguello to the
University.
A 5-level, 300,000 square foot parking garage

with space for 720 autos will form the base of the
new structure. Twenty-nine thousand (29,000) square
feet of the garage space will remain unfinished for
Roy Campbell from French HosFifteen students and Mr. Kilty
represented U.C. at the SNAC pital, guest speaker, talked on later relocation of campus maintenance shops.
Spaghetti Dinner held at St. Luke's •"Opportunities in Nursing." The Parking garage construction willbe financed by funds
on Feb. 22. The girls from St. main points he brought out were from future parking fees.
Working space in the new building will uninterLuke's served as hostesses, and the increasing importance of the
the number attending from U.C. clinical specialist in nursing, the rupted by columns, with work areas separated
was greater than any other School responsibility of the professional by movable partitions to provide more flexibility
in future space assignments. Space in the oldclinics
or Nursing.
organization to upgrade the profes"At the general meeting after sion, and the need for individual building across Parnassus Avenue will be used for
dinner, the first order of busi- nurses to take it upon themselves campus administration.
CLINICAL MEDICAL CARE
ness was the coming state con- to participate in their professional
vention in San Diego, April 4-7. organization toward this end.
The new clinics building is designed to support
new patterns of ambulatory medical care. "Gone
It was decided the first five diThe business meeting was closvision officers would go as dele- ed with news about therecruitment are the days of long lines of patients waiting for
treatment. The mass method of treating patients
gates, and two more would be program being carried on by SNAC.
each
elected. Three alternates would SNAC has been given a $10,000 has been replaced with personalized care
also be elected. Sharon Montijo, grant by the federal government patient is treated as an individual," explains Dr.
the representative from U.C.s for this project. It involves putRobert Crede, Associate Dean, School ofMedicine
and Chairman of the Division of Ambulatory and
body
ting
together
student
was
one
of
folders
with
infornursing
the elected delegates. The theme mation about the various types of Community Medicine.
"Almost all medical services are self-contained
of the convention is "Commitment programs for nursing education:
in the hew building, with laboratory and X-ray
to Action."
those leading to an AA degree, diwork done without leaving the premises."
The second order of business ploma programs, and baccalaureMany types of medical care, including specialty
was the announcement of Division ate programs. The folders are to
7's candidate for Student Nurse be distributed to Junior High
of the Year. Each nursing school Schools, High Schools, and Junior
is entitled to a candidate provided Colleges by students from nearshe meet certain qualifications. by nursing schools who will talk
There were two contestants from personally with the counselling deI Division 7 and the student chosen partment.
iwas Ann Kilty from College of
Marie S. Kreel
1 Marin.

—

.

Faculty Member Named As Consultant
Dr. Robert M. Featherstone,
Professor and Chairman of the
Department of Pharmacology,
School of Medicine, has been appointed consultant in pharmacology and toxicology to the National Institute of General Medical Sciences. Institute director,
Dr. Frederick L. Stone, said that
iDr. Featherstone will help develop a national program through
research and training programs
in pharmacology and toxicology.

One of the few molecular pharmacologists in the country. Dr.

Featherstone has been a member
of the School of Medicine faculty
since 1957. Prior to that time he
was Professor of Pharmacology
at the University of lowa College
of Medicine.
Dr. Featherstone, a native of
Anderson, Indiana, received his
B.A. degree from Ball State University and his doctoral degree
from the University of lowa.

NOU OPEN FRIDAY

units, will be available in the new building. These
small, specialized units for treatment of ambulatory
patients include dentistry, physical medicine andrehabilitation, children's eye unit, and a clinic for
emotionally disturbed children.
The building is constructed to allow for two additional floors in future years. "The existing old
clinics building was designed to accommodate 65
medical students; it now accommodates 130," explains Dr. Crede. "Adequate space for the instruction of medical and post-doctoral students
will be provided for the first time in the new clinics building.
"The teaching trend is for medical and nursing
students to see patients much earlier in their learning experience than in the past," he says, "which
means that more and more students in the health
sciences will be involved In clinical situations
•early in their student careers."
j An economic factor to consider is that hospital
xare has become very expensive, underscoring the
■ need for high caliber ambulatory or out-patient
care.
"Our educational programs now encourage interdisciplinary teaching, and the U.C. clinics building
is designed to facilitate such training," says Dr.
Crede. "Using the 'health team' concept, students
of different disciplines are encouraged to work and
Study together." Health team disciplines include
medicine, dentistry, nursing, pharmacy, social work,
and physical therapy.
"Other opportunities for training will be available in rehabilitation counseling, X-ray technology,
and orthoptics," he says.
Thanks to larger facilities, the number of annual outpatient visits will increase gradually from
159,000 to 248,000 in 1977. Summing up, Dr. Crede
comments that "comprehensive and continuous medical care will continue to highlight the clinics
educational program."
Building architects are Reid and Tarics, San
Francisco.
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Youth Drug Unit
Opens at UCSF

Prejudice and Ignorance in the
Cult of Ausculapias
By James C. Jones
I have procrastinated in writing this article for quite some time.
had
hoped that time would prove me the victim of chronic delusional
I
states. I had steadfastly hoped and fervently prayed that education
would prove to be the keystone, the SINE QUA
whatever that means
NON, the one real basis for meaningful human relations. I had believed that people are basically good, kind, and loving, the Calvinist
dogma notwithstanding. I had thought that given a profound and extensive education, then it must follow as surely as the fact of human
mortality that the greater are a man's chances of manifesting his
baisc humanitarian instincts. I had thought that if there were only
more B.S.s, Ph.D.'s, M.D.'s, etc., Jack would have Jill, nought
would be ill, and all would be well. I had particularly nurtured and
developed an abundance of faith in those holding the M.D. degree.'
I had thought that such a course of study as that degree entails must
indeed engender a sense of social awareness, social responsibility
and humanitarianism worthy of emulation. It was my conviction that
individuals with the M.D. credential spontaneously radiated positive
influence on all who came within their force field.
To be sure, I had come of age in a milieu in which doctors' waiting rooms were conspicuously marked "White" and "Colored."
And even when the signs had been removed, I had sensed the unwritten law —the "gentleman's agreement" —thatthe age-old ways were
best and must be continued indefinitely. But I merely regarded these
things as soon-to-be-effaced peculiarities of the Southern Way of
Life, having little or no relationship to the doctor's characters. To
be sure, 1 had noted a significant element of strain in my relationships with my medical instructors. But the interesting business of
becoming a physician commanded the greater part of my attention
so that 1 seldom considered these relationships, even though they
might prove to be an impediment to my professional development.
But alas I One recent morning, when 1 had sought knowledge no
less passionately than previously, an event transpired which wellnigh destroyed my dreams and convictions. On that day, I witnessed
things which revealed my naivete in a very important matter;
I was nearly speechless with the shame and guilt that is born of
the realization that one has suppressed vital information. As in the
case of the Ancient Mariner, some inanimate force compels me to
relate the story. It may do no good, but I must have my say, for the
very act affords me some succor.
The setting was a faculty-staff-student discussion of a psychia-.
trie case. Apparently, the patient had been admitted because of
"delusions based on Black Power." One doctor asked another doctor, who apparently had acquired some eminence in his specialty,
whether he dealt very much with cases like the one under discussion. The doctor replied that in the area which he served, the Black
people —and that is what many of them like to be called —were not
interested in such non-sense. He went on to add —and this is what-

—
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really gained my attention
that the Black Power militants are
'just as racist and bigoted as George Wallace, and that they want nothing to do with white people. Up to this point, I had remained rather
silent and unobtrusive, but this last statement I could not leave
unchallenged. Hence, I commented to the doctor that I thought he had
made an erroneous statement. I went onto add, implicitly and explicitly, that I thought he was reacting emotionally, not intellectually, to the
words "Black Power." I further stated that the concept, not definition, is one of economic and political self-help for Black people, and
that the program does not exclude whites; that indeed, it calls for
whites to furnish expertise, financial support and a few other items
which are well delineated in the recently-published book, BLACK
POWER, by Carmichael and Hamilton. I continued by stating that the
Black Power advocates do not want white people going into the
ghetto in attempts to "help" Black people because after 400 years
of chicanery and sub-human treatment by white people, the Black
people are justifiably leary and suspicious of whites, notwithstanding the fact that there are some white people of genuine good
will and sincere humanitarianism.
While I was holding forth, the doctor whose statements had
occasioned my comments looked shocked, and when I had finished,
he said that maybe he did not make himself clear. I did not reply
to that, but my thinking was, "You sure did not make yourself clear,
because the matter is far from clear in your own mind. You would
rather make irrational and invalid statements than try to understand what these young Black people really are saying." This, then,
is the essence of what transpired on that day —a day which I will nol

soon forget.
Yes, it veritably amazed me that a man who had taken the Hippocratic Oath, a member of such a venerable and time-honoredprofession, behaved so inappropriately and spoke so ignorantly and
in a manner apparently so biased. Is this the kind of doctor who will
attempt to alleviate my suffering when I fall victim to a delusional
system? Will I be put in the care of a man who probably cares little
about, and has little interest in, Black people? (Black psychiatrists
are in meagre supply, you know.)
Now, to conclude and place matters in proper perspective, I am not
critical of all white doctor-Black man relationships. I am inveighing against those doctors
and my experiences suggest that there

— —

are many of them
whose attitudes toward, and ideas about Black
people and Black-white relations are not very worthy of emulation,
and not very consistent withthenobletraditionsand high ideals of the
medical professions. If some whitedoctors will not treat Black people
as fellows in the human enterprise because it is good to co-exist harmoniously, then I would ask that they do it in the name of medicine
a medicine which does not confine itself to organic pathology, but
which sheds its healing light on the whole man.

—
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Picnic Day
At Davis
Preparations are under way at
the University of California here
for the 55th annual Picnic Day
Saturday, April 20. About 70,000
people are expected to attend the
festivities.

A unique approach for studying
and treating teenagers and young
adults involved with drugs is being
made here at the Medical Center.
The action is taking place at the
first Youth Drug Unit established
in a community mental health center In the U.S., according to the
director, Dr. Harry A. Wilmer,
clinical professor of psychiatry.
"A kind of electronic therapeutic community is created by patients and staff alike," explains
Dr. Wilmer. "It is geared to our
way of life today —fast. It involves poetry, creative writing,
and the therapeutic use of music
varieties
film and television
of creative effort involving real
things that real people can do."
The Unit accepts teenagers and
youths on a voluntary basis up to
25 years' of age who are Involved
with hallucinogens, amphetamines,
marijuana, and drugs other than
hard narcotics.
Soon to be operating on a 24-hour, 7-day a week basis, the
program is designed for an average stay of two months. Patients
may remain on a 24-hour basis
for a few days or weeks. Then they
may become day patients, or if
employed, night patients.
Patients are accepted regardless of their ability to pay. Charges are made in accordance with
their resources, varying from nothing to a fixed maximum.
"An essential part of the program is the use of videotape playback of a wide variety of activities, including interviews, small
group psychotherapy, community meetings, family therapy sessions, psychodrama and talking
to the camera alone," says Dr.
Wilmer.
"All videotapes are replayed
immediately to both patients and
staff for mutual discussion. The
videotape experience presents a
self-image usually quite different
from that we have.
Every Friday morning an Informal seminar is given for both
patients and staff. It is presented
by a prominent author, poet, musician, artist, philosopher, social scientist, radio or television
personality or visiting university scholar.
Dr. Wilmer says a whole new
environment and culture must be
developed at the Unit to gain the
confidence and trust of these
youngsters. "Their distrust of an
institution as a part of the establishment is well founded.
"Therefore we have to work hard
in training our medical staff of
doctors, nurses and technicians
in order to create an environment
conducive to effective treatment."

—
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The Frosh Time Around
By Jeff Caren

ONLY WHAT YOU READ IN THE PAPERS
Read a newspaper backwards? POUR QUOI PAS, especially if it
is the BERKELEY BARB where the best part comes last. Berkeley's
first and most widely read publication has the most unclassified ads
to make print since Pulitizer first set type in yellow.
The unabashed weekly will accept any ad seeking any object,
service or pleasure so long as it does not jeopardize its existence.
Some come very close. But for fifty cents a line, the BARB is a
free press.
With a couple of extra quarters burning a hole In his pocket, one
of our medical students thought the BARB might bring some warm,
soft, feminine anatomy into his otherwise formalin life.
Our anonymous freshman wrote: "Humanized Mcd student seeks
Attractive S.F. girl with liberal cd. to obviate his ennui". Hereports it wasI
His telephone first rang at 9 am Friday morning. The BARB
goes on sale late Thursday night.
The male caller asked, "Are you interested in a threesome with
me and my wife?" Our freshman then realized that he REALLY was
a freshman. The only threesome he had participated in ended on the
eighteenth green of Lincoln with a double bogie.
"Well, that's not quite what I had in mind," he replied.
"My wife's a beautiful girl", continued the caller.
"No, 1 am afraid I was looking for something a little more con-

ventional".

x

"She has beautiful breasts", he cajoled further.
"Thanks, but that's not quite my cup of tea".
"What's the matter with you?Here you put an ad in the BARB for
a girl, and now you say that you don't even like breasts. How do you
think that's going to make my wife feel?"
The phone did not ring for two days. The prospective doctor was
beginning to doubt the power of advertising, when over the telephone
a soft but slightly nervous voice said, "I don't think we have the
same idea, but I was interested by your ad".
"Well, I don't know", replied the student, "What do you have in

mind?"
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She said, "I'm looking for something more than just a casual rewe 11... to
lationship. I want something that will lead to

...

-

marriage."
The word "marriage" was slow in coming out, but when it
finally broke it hadall thedirection andresolution that Dean Rusk imparts to "Chinese Communists" or Vince Lombardi gives to "win".
"Can you wait a week? he asked.
She hung up.
Several calls came between the marriage minded maid and Susie.
She called late Wednesday evening and would meet the medical student at 11 pm in Berkeley that night or never
Susie confessed that she had just broken up with her boy friend who
only wanted to go to Sexual Freedom League parties.
"They are all right, but after a while you tire of that sort of
thing", she explained.
"Yea, completely exhausted."
Susie hung up.

....

******

Marty Rose, whose left leg has been in a cast since his second
week of medical school, is finally adjusting to his handicap (the leg).
"I don't mind it so much any more," says Marty, "Now I take it
where ever I go".

******

Besides the usual esoteric literature blazening the water closets at
the San Francisco International Airport, Arnold Seid reports that
servicemen have scrawled the dates of their return from Viet Nam
with accompanying remarks: "Thank God" and"VoteLßJout in '68"

******

That 5' 2" powerhouse Mike Roizen narrowly missed winning the
Pacific Coast Squash Tournament over the spring recess losing to
number one seeded Hugh Irving of Vancouver, B.C. in Vancouver.
Roizen had previously won the Rodger D. Miller Squash Tournament here at the Medical Center.

Kennedy's Magic

THE ILLUSION

By Howard Darvey

By Barbara Britts

It was a clear and sunny day in
Los Angeles on Monday, March 25.
I was at San Fernando Valley
State College along with about
15,000 other people awaiting the
arrival of Robert Kennedy. The air
at San Fernando Valley State was
filled with strange excitement.
At about 10:15 that morning Kennedy arrived in the area. It wasn't
until 10:30 that he was able to make
his way to the speaker's podium.
The crowd seemed to swarm upon
him as If he were a sideofbeef in a
den of starving lions.
I think these students are starving. They are starving for a president that they can identify with.
They are starving for someone with
an open mind that will at least
listen to their problems. They are
starving for someone that they can
respect and who will restore dignity to the officeof President of the
United States.
Before I was lucky enough to see
Kennedy in person I supported Mc
Carthy. I am now committed to
Mr. Kennedy. I am committed not
because I agree with everything
that he says. I am committed because I was captured by his magic.
He is like a traveling medicine
man whosells an elixir; guaranteed
to cure despair and apathy. }Ie is
like a giant magnet that possesses
such a strong field that people will
completely disregard each other
in order to shake his hand or even
to touch him.
This is what America needs
young dynamic leadership. The Republicans are going to nominate
Nixon. The Democrats may nominate Johnson, McCarthy, or Kennedy. Are you going to vote for the
lesser of two evils in the national
presidential elections? This can
be avoided by registering in the
Democratic Party as soon as possible and voting in the California

—

primaries in June.
I vote for Kennedy. I believe
he is the only good choice that can

defeat Johnson and Nixon both. It
is imperative that Kennedy wins
because you never know when Canada will start restricting immigration from the United States.
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SHO: CONFORM OR CONFRONT
Thirteen people from UCMC recently attended the Third National
Assembly of the Student Health Organizations in Detroit. The formation of Student Health Organizations was a response to the intolerable situation in health education and health care. Dialogue and
action is based on the assumption of a new social and political
responsiveness and accountability on the part of the health Establishment, which can only result from the radical reformation of the
educational process and the total reorganization and deployment
of health care facilities. The following illusion, thought and response
encompass much of the Third National Assembly.
THE ILLUSION IN A TELEGRAM
"Service in key projects by our student health personnel is
making a magnificent difference in the lives of the disadvantaged
citizens throughout our nation. Please convey my greetings to
the Third National Assembly of Student Health Organization Projects underway with student medical, dental, nursing, pharmacy,
social work and other personnel represent some of the most innovative and inspiring chapters in the history ofAmerica's healing
arts in reaching out to the poor. I would like to see your good
work multiplied manyfold, as chairman of the President's Council
on Youth Opportunity, be assured how happy I will be to cooperate
with you to assure excellence in meeting the massive backlog of
health problems among the deprived, especially the young.
Kindest regards,
Hubert H. Humphrey

THOUGHT: MARTY LEIOWITZ
The most essential element in a radical vision of society involves
the relinquishing of notions of holding power andmanipulating people
in exchange for meaningful human interaction and trust based on a
diffusion of power and ability of individuals to make the decisions
which influence their lives. Specifically for healthpersonnel it means
looking at the nature of health institutions or models whereby health
services are delivered, to see who controls and what voice do recipients of health care have in matters that vitally affect them. For all
of us it means getting over our own authority hang-ups and participating in health services models where power flows up from below instead of emanating from centralized aggregates of power such as
the federal government or academic ivory towers. It means the
essence of the democratic vision.
The nature of the American experience, however, predisposes
us all to very different ideals. We hear a lovely rhetoric but we all
know that power and Being Big are where it's at. From our earliest
days we are immersed in a system of brutal competitions at all
levels and within all our institutions, an experience it is very difficult to rise above. For many this leads to an acceptance of the
idea that, after all, the struggle for survival of the fittest makes
a man truly a man. The ultimate outcome for the "good person",
who really wishes to do things to help people, is the liberal hang-up,
whereby he believes he can design programs along with others so
enlightened, participate in delivery systems, and feel successful
within the American Establishment while still being true to his
beliefs, his inner music. After all, he has helped to see that the
"poor" got better this or better that.
But what of the dignity, the manhood ofthe recipient? Viewed from
another slant, such institutions and services do not liberate their
consumer, they enslave him. Instead of communicating a notion of
togetherness and equality, it conveys one of beneficient superiority.
Brotherhood is sacrificed to paternalism; and this is no different
when it is health services delivered "to the poor" by officials of
HEW or Public Health Service, or when it is Beautiful Democracy
imposed on the Vietnamese people by our military-industrialgovernment Establishment which thinks it knows what is best for the
people of Vietnam. It's all the same bag-the one Hubert Horatio
Humphrey is in ~ and whose suductive appeal many of us will yield
to if we cannot sustain another vision among ourselves whose Tightness we must then demonstrate to others.
That is why the telegram from Vice President Humphrey to the SHO
assembly was so repulsive to myself and many others present in
Detroit. It smacks of the Establishment's condescending attitudes
and their unbelievable ego-games. It obscures the inconsistencies of
his actions as opposed to his rhetoric. Let me be specific to illustrate to those who do not yet see what I'm driving at, although it is
really the tone of the whole telegram that is crucial. Should we accept as magnificent the achievements to date of SHO, well, why not?
Then we and all the government officials who aided with their advice
and the people's Dollars can really feel good, although we have
nowhere really confronted the communities' problems and helped
them to realize their potential for control, rather than being controlled. And we can go on, bolstered by Mr. Humphrey's praise, in
furthering our inspiring innovations as we, too, "reach out to the
poor." Indeed the Vice-Presidenthas alluded to ithimself in acknowledging his role as Chairman of youth opportunities (deprived youth),
Continued to page 19
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MILLBERRY UNION HOSTS
AMIGOS ANONYMOUS PROGRAM

MEDICAL NEVER
PUTS ME ON
A BUMMER; IT
BLOWS MY A/i,

i

*

gineer and his family to a group of about 300
Amigos volunteers working in the central Mexican
Cities and villages in the states of Michoacan and
Guanajuato during summer vacations. Each project
is established at the Invitation of local residents
and developed with their active support.
The basic goal of the nurses was to prevent disease and teach the poor to organize to help themselves and instill confidence in themselves.
Carol Casassa and Jane Stringer had an antiTB campaign; they gave TB skin tests, diptheria,
tetanus, and whooping cough boosters to 3000
school children. They also helped in organizing
other volunteers to plan septic tanks in the ranches
to prevent contaminated water.
Casassa and Stringer demonstrated by microscope that the boiled water had killed many organisms and made the water more fit to drink,
After being established, Landucci's group trained
local Mexican medical, dental, and nursing students
to carry on the programs. The purpose of Amigos
Anonymous is to help Mexican people help themselves through education and guidance in the fields
of community development, public health, and other

On April 16, 1968, at 12 noon, the Public Affairs
Committee of the Millberry Union Board of Gover-'
nors will present "Amigos Anonymous-Health Division," in the lounge of the Guy S. Millberry
Union.
Slides and discussion will be presented by five
Amigos volunteers:
Al Landucci, Chairman Millberry Union Board
of Governors; sth year orthodontic student.
Barry Eschen, Health Committee of Amigos Anonymous; 4th year medical student.
Carol Casassa, RN, 1967 Vice-President of Nursing Student Body, Children's Hospital.
Jane Stringer, RN, 1967 graduate UC School of
Nursing, now in Napa, California.
Rosy McLain, RN, University of California Hos-

z

pitals-Moffitt.

Three volunteers from the University of California, San Francisco Medical Center, Albert Landucci, a fifth year orthodontic student from San Mateo, and Jane Stringer and Carol Casassa, both of
San Francisco and 1967 nursing school graduates,
along with other Northern California health profession people, spent the summer in Mexico on a good
will program called Amigos Anonymous.
Amigos Anonymous is a six year old organization of independent college students and graduates
that do volunteer work in Mexico. This group has
grown from the personal venture of a nuclear en-
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"MayJ well be the most beautiful movie ever made."—Newsweek.
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If you are interested, tax deductible contributions
can be sent to Amigos Anonymous,
po. Box 3008
Berkeley, Calif. 94705
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Written and Directed by Bo Widerberg. With Thommy lierggren and I'ia Degerniark, Winner, Best Actress, I<)(>7 Cannes Festival.
Music Hall Theatre. Larkin off Geary • OR 3-4800.

Music Hall Theatre
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SYNAPSE

Apr. 8, 1968

ARTS & ENTERTMNMENT
FAR FROM VIETNAM

A third section concerned Norman Morrison, the
American who immolated himself as a protest
against the war. Most of the comments about
at the SurfTheatre (46th and Irving)in San Francisco.
living in Paris
The film is worth seeing only because of its topicality Morrison by a Vietnamese woman
be terribly
"One
must
speak
is
different
than
for
themselves
today and its point of view, which
he won our deep
sincere to do what he did
that usually presented in the American press. Unesteem and respect." I do not view his death as a
fortunately, the film is not of any cinematic interest,
regards.
all
heroic
act to be admired, and feel that the motives
in
disappointing
is
almost
quite
and
of a man who kills himself in such a fashion and
Jean Luc Godard's segment is indicative of some leaves a wife and three small children, should be
of the questionable motivations and results of this questioned.
film. Just in case the viewer didn't recognize
Another segment mentioned that American doctors
Godard's style, he had his name prominently disare only helping the Vietnamese civilians as a propplayed for all to admire. This segment focused comaganda tool, and that if you look carefully at the
pletely on Godard's own style of film making, his
doctors-faces, you'll see that they really don't care.
own emotional struggles and ideas about the war, This style of comment and reporting is obviously
and on his efforts to get to North Vietnam (he was
warped and in bad taste. Why shouldthe film makers
refused entry). Over 90% of the filming involved blast American doctors who at the least are only
shots of his camera, its parts and operator, while doing their job by treating the sick and wounded.
his dialogue mentioned that his films are not seen
There are two sections however, that are exby the workers, that there is a big gulf between himcellent and manage to convey some moods of the
self and the workers, and that he doesn't underwar today. "Victor Charlie", the name of a section
stand the problems of the workers. One couldn't made by a French newswoman, is a very honest achelp feeling that he is a fat aristocrat who really
count of her experiences on the front lines and does
couldn't care less about the war, but who was glad not resort to name calling and outcries against the
to get some chic footage into movie theatres around Americans. It deals with both V.C. and American
the world.
troops near the front lines and succeeds in illusAnother section involved the musings of a writer trating the many moods that exist on both sides.
She is restrained, direct, and honest.
whom the narrator said "was asked to write a
The last section deals with the April 1967 parade
scenario" based on Kuhn's book, "Escalation".
asked
by
was
he
was
in New York against the war. It moves at a fast
that
Although the implication
pace and captures a lot of the spirit that was felt
the French Ministry of Culture or some other ima simple and
portant group, it appears that it was merely the at the time, it, too, tries to make
about one part of the war scene,
a
honest
statement
lorfg
as
an
to
phony
opening
pretext
director's
and does not resort to name-calling or other
monologue. The monologue dealt with the reasons
do
an
exercise
amateurish techniques.
could
such
not
why he, the writer,
This film, by its very nature of not trying to conand what his views of the Vietnamese situation
a
stream
vince
anyone who is not already convinced, nor havwere. This was brilliantly presented in
ing any continuity between segments, does not build
of consciousness style that was very lucid and peremotion to any degree or climax. It can not be conceptive. Among the many points he made, was the
sidered in any way as being a true anti-war film
daily
progress
watch
the
everyone
can
now
fact that
perspective on
(sic) of the war on television every evening, so that because of its biases and lack of
burners
action.
like
draft
card
who only proWar
the
It
is
saying
11,
alibis
ala
World
there can't be any
"I didn't know what was going on." Unfortunately, test this war rather than all wars.
Alain Renais' "Night and Fog", which accomthis fine monologue was marred by senseless cuts
nearby
panies
on
a
"Far From Vietnam", is an excellent exsitting
female
sultry
a
and
sexy
to
ample
of
how a film can build emotion to a final
bed in the author's, apartment, listening with rapt
anti-war
statement
and plea. This more serious
distract
our
only
served
to
attention. This gimmick
shortcomings of the
attention and one must question the motives of the work serves to highlight the
ending was merely
simplistic
film,
whose
thought
composite
his
words
were
film maker who obviously
the statement "The Vietnamese are fighting for us."
unable to hold our attention on their own.

"Far From Vietnam" is a composite film made by
six well-known French directors. It opened recently

...

Indian
Film
Festival
is presenting

The Dc Young Museum in Golden Gate Park will continue its popular Friday evening (8 p.m.) and Saturday afternoon (3 p.m.) film
series for six more weeks. The roster, entitled "Idealism and Fantasy" includes the following:
"Miracle in Milan", directed by VitApril 19 and 20
torio dl Sica, Italy, 1951.
"The
Queen of Spades", English film
and
27
Aprl26
with Dame Edith Evans.
"Los Olvidados" (The Young and the
May 3 and 4
7S Damned), directed by Luis Bunuel,
!*■
Mexico, 1951.
"Th-; Magnificent Ambersons", dtrecMay 10 and 11
jjj)
ted by Orson Welles (American film).
Ci
May 17 and 18
3 "The Bandits of Orgosolo", directed
O
by V. dc Seta (Italy).
"The Magnificent Ambersons", dlrec10
70*
11
May
ted by Orson Welles (American film).
M%
"The Bandits of Orgosolo", directed
May 17 and 18
Q
by V. dc Seta (Italy).
"Ugetsu", directed by K. Mlzoguchi
May 24 and 25

<g

£

The Cento Cedar Cinema (on
between Geary and Post)

Cedar

...

"The Householder"

and "Shakespeare Wallah," both
directed by Berkeley born James
Ivory and starring Shaski Kapoor.
The music is by All Akbar Khan
in the former film and by Satyajit Ray In the latter. Both films
are very well made and wellworth
seeing. "The Householder" Is a
comedy that depicts the problems of a young married couple
who were brought together by their
families and still do not know (or
love) each other. The nagging
mother-in-law, an American
friend who is hung-up on India's
spiritual values, a hard to dls-

other elements are all blended
into this humorous, yet very warm
movie. If Indian films have one
common feature, it is thatyou have
a good feeling when you leave the
theatre.
"Shakespeare Wallah" is the

/•inline rlass to teach,

«Am

and several

nf

;i

Shakespearian

troupe in India that finds their
audiences gradually diminishing,
and their cast aging. Superimposed upon this is a triangular relationship between the daughter of
the troupe's head, an Indian film
actress and a wealthy young Indian who has strong feelings about

TOSHIRO MIFUNE IN REBELLION

REBELLION

Massaki Kobayashi's "Rebellion" is currently showing at
the Toho Rio Theatre in San Francisco. This samurai film features
Japan's leading actor, Toshiro Mi
fune, in his latest role as a fearless warrior and henpecked husband. The people in the story are
realistic and have true emotions,
as opposed to the stereotyped characters constructed for the screen
that so often dominate the samarai
movies. In the story, Mifune and
his family are forced to accept
one of their lord's cast-off mistresses as a wife for Mifune's
son. She proves to be an excellent
wife, bears a daughter, and becomes very close to the family
when the lord demands her re-

-

turn. The heart of the picture
depicts the rebellion against this
order by Mifune, his son and
daughter-in-law, and the power
that is brought against them by the

entire clan.
Samurai films range from light

entertainment to deep and serious
works. This movie is not deep,
but it is serious, and also more
moving than most. Mifune turns
in his usual excellent perform-

ance, and plays an aging man for
perhaps the first time in this
genre. Tatsuya Nakadai, as a supporter of the clan's law, is at
once his per sonalfriend and mortal

film closes with
swordfight.
monumental
their
enemy, and the

BLACK SUCCESS
racial overtones, nor to a style
of humor, but rather to stage lighting. When the stage is completely
dark, the London apartment of
Brlndsley Miller is assumed to
be lit, and when the apartment is
boards this season.
dark, after a blown fuse, the stage
"Black Comedy" actually con- is lit. Thus, what we see, are the
sists of two one-act plays by characters groping around, stumPeter Shaffer -"White Lies" and bling over themselves and the
"Black Comedy." The former play furniture. Into this reversed setwas set in a fortune teller's par- ting comes a three-ring circus
lor at a faded English sea resort, of Miller's cotton-puff fiancee,
and deals with the various white her stodgy father, an old-butlies that we all perpetrate as the not-forgotten girl-friend, and a
lubrication to make our lives rur 1homosexual neighbor.whosevalumore smoothly and with less fric- able furniture was "temporarily
tion. In a wistful and somewhat borrowed" without his knowledge
melancholy atmosphere the char- in order to impress a multiacters progressively strip them- millionaire coming to inspect Milpretenses. The ler's sculpture.
selves of their
play concludes on a note of re.
The actors, led by Jeremy Clyde
strained optimism over the redeeming power of love and the as Brindsley Miller, were univalue of living without the encum- formly excellent. Others in the cast
brances of white lies.
were Angela Wood, John Ttllinger,
"Black Comedy" does not refer and Monica Evans. The Guild offers this city an opportunity to see
each. It is a highly entertaining a different style of acting than that
film and will be playing until of ACT and also produces more
of the current Broadway hits. One
April 16.
Satyajlt Rays films willbe shown enjoyable feature of their presenApril 17-30. "Musicßoom" (April tations is that they have an or17-23), "Dcvi" (April 24-30) and chestra whch plays during inter"Kanchanjungha" his first color missions as well as before the
<
j\ performance.
film (April 17-30).

Those people who were lucky
enough to see the Theatre Guild's
production of "Black Comedy" at
the Curran Theatre during March,
saw one of the funniest plays on the
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Contact us now for
Sales or Service.
610 Irving near 7th Aye.
Just down the hill from UC
Open daily 9:30-6- Saturday 10-3
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SYMPHONY IN S.F.

The San Francisco Symphony Orchestra under the guest conductorship of Seiji Ozawa recently performed in the War Memorial Opera

House. This concert was of particular note because Mr. Ozawa has *
signed a contract to take over the permanent leadership of the or- |
chestra In 1970, after Maestro Krips retires.Mr.Ozawa demonstra- |j
ted in the opening work, J.C. Bach's "Sinfonia in D Major (Opus 18),
GREETING CARDS
that he has. a great deal of poise and will be a fine leader of the 3
orchestra. This impression was strengthened by his subsequent "5
conducting. The Bach piece moved along at a moderate pace, but !
without the dancing lightness that it should have had. This lack of
sparkling vitality and lightness was not due to a slow tempo on A
Mr. Ozawa's part, but to a heaviness of the orchestra itself.
|.
The highlight of the program was a performance of Charles I
Ives' "Symphony Number 4." This is a very difficult symphony *
PHONE 664-7393
1326 NINTH AYE.
both for performers and listeners, as there are many themes and '■
emotional responses woven together, both horizontally in the melody,
A mel<
MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE
and vertically in the harmony. The work is truly American because
begins with battle action in the Korean iff
of the diversity of its styles and musical elements. It may be as"LIQUOR SPECIALISTS SINCE 1934"
munist prison camp, and finally swing]
sumed that Mr. Ozawa came to know Ives so well from his year
I
plotted assassination, hypnotically inspii
spent under Leonard Bernstein at the New York Philharmonic.
WINES* LIQUORS TOBACCOS
Starring: Frank Sinatra, Laurence Harvey
Bernstein has done more than anyone else to revive and kindle inenhelmer.
terest in the music of Ives. The second movement of this symphony
Sam Morris
605 IRVING STREET at 7th Aye
SE 1-2429
UNICORN IN THE GARDEN ~ UIJV
is quite dissonant and presages several subsequent developments
animated story of a meek little i
this
in the history of music. What many composers wrote for theoretical
domineering wife considers this nonsens
considerations, Ives wrote spontaneously.
The third movement
committed to the "booby-hatch." APRIL!
was lyrical in nature and a sharp contrast to the second. The work
Maria Schell po
THE LAST BRIDGE
was well chosen and extremely well received.
Yugoslav partisans and compelled to rai
The final piece on the program was Tchaikovsky's "4th," that
but it could be the story of any war, for j
old romantic warhorse. It would have taken a brilliant orchestra
but on human values. Directed by Helmut j
and leader to make this work come off successfully because of the
"The Golden ■'
Aye.
THE GOLDEN FISH
countless times that it has been played. Unfortunately, the performexplorations have been recomL
underwater
very
ance
was
was
maintained
a
although
tempo
mediocre,
the
at
§
Films, Cameras, Projectors, Supplies
World," and whose scientific achievonl
faster than average pace, which helped to make the work seem a bit
a memorable guitar accompaniment mxi
Color Processing by KODAK
flashy. However, the increased tempo also exposed several of the
witching short subject. APRIL 12, 1969H
orchestra's flaws. The most serious of these is the overall lack of
?
ID-Photos, Portraits, Wedding Albums
ability of the musicians themselves. This certainly is not a
technical
WILD STRAWBERRIES ~ This is an
Money
on
Save
Technicolor Processing Mailers
polling landscape of dream and memorm
great orchestra. There is also not enough strength in the string
Specials All Year Around
section, which tends to emphasize the brass and woodwinds a bit
he Is confronted with a series of hauntinj
MON. SAT. 9A.M. to 6 P.M.
OV. 1-4229
more than one would like. Hopefully, Mr. Ozawa will tackle some of
reveals his very depth Directed by Ingm [
We are i
these shortcomings when he assumes control of the orchestra, and
LOVES OF FRANISTAN
will mold it into a fine instrument.
titles and credits on the beginning of m
fully hilarious satire on the tradition in
of program. APRIL 19, 1968
PRESENTED IN THE MElfk
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MOPPIS JBrOS*

The Suehiro Restaurant has just opened in the new Japanese Cultural and Trade Center at 1737 Post Street. Japantown now boasts an
elegant and first class restaurant. The Suehiro chain has operated
restaurants in Japan for forty years and are internationally known for
their excellent food. The restaurant itself is tastefully decorated in a
simple but elegant style which combines modernrugs, lighting, and
Western-style tables with the more classic Japanese rooms and
tables. All tables are equipped with an electric burner so that
many dishes may be prepared in front of you. Private and semiprivate rooms are available, and the private rooms are each decorated with paintings and their own rock garden. The service is excellent and the atmosphere is very relaxed.
I had long looked forward to their famed Kobe-Matsuzaka beef,
since these legendary cattle are supposed to yield the tastiest and
most tender meat In the world due to their diet of beer and rice
besides a daily massage by hand. Unfortunately, the U.S. government has not allowed Suehiro to import raw meat as of yet. However, my disappointment was short lived as Suehiro does have the
best beef obtainable in the U.S. (Kansas Corn Fed Angus Beef) and
this is a rare beef indeed. I tried their Beef Teriyaki andShabu
Shabu. The latter dish consists of a kettle of boiling broth, into
which thinly sliced beef and vegetables are immersed, and cooked
piece by piece. When each piece is lightly cooked it is dipped into a
very unique and tasty sauce before eating and the broth consumed later
as a delicious soup. This finely prepared dish was an exquisite cullnary treat. Their Beef Teriyaki was thefinest beef I've tasted. Lightly cooked, well seasoned and very tender.
Suehiro is a pleasant place to chooseforboth Japanese food mavens
and those who have not yet been Initiated intr/his cuisine. Prices for
soup, entre, rice and desert range from $3.50 to $6.50; reservations
are advisable (922-6400).
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Jean Weinbaum, widely traveled Swls
stained glass windows, has held one-:
Zurich, and other cities of Europe. «c
latest paintings reflect the influence of O
glass windows for Catholic churches
sacred meaning to Mr. Weinbaum, in
writing which cannot be expressed with
essence of meditation, prayer
.'7 11
filters, washes, cleanses and enters thr
away. The glass (transparency) remains i
through music, or words, jean Weinbai
and LIGHT. Here is a true master of
plastic reliefs will be exhibited in the^Vl,
and will be available for purchase at the C

.

MORI!
Mort Sahl returned to the hungry i durfc.g j
humor. His presentation was very effervi (
you knows?" The comments were almost i
his attack on the Establishment and its pet j
from his blend of satire and irony th
note, however, was when he described 14rr j
lng that he would be doing the same thii,
situation was at the time. The impllcatic
did not have to take his criticism seri
and if God himself were President, he
too perfect. He also fell Into the trap^if,
the government must convince his liste
sympathizer. Not only did he dilute h |
but one might begin to question their j
country. 1 believe that he is sincere i
about Kennedy's assassination, to help sei E
In his other political activities. But n<t
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*HOT HORS D'OEUVRES

ii 661-7474

10 YEARS

Nationally Certified Skin Diving Instruction
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The Bamboo Reef
YU 2-2510

584 FOURTH STREET
FOURTH AT BRANNAN
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of international intrigue. The

SAN FRANCISCO

j

|

film;;

in# the brainwashing of a G.I. in a comito

convoluted

machinations

aimed at a

at a national presidential convention,
id Janet Leigh. Directed by John Frank-

the

ptyys James Thurber's unique style in
i who sees a unicorn in his garden. His

nd tries to arrange to have her husband
968
ays a young German doctor captured by
the wounded. Story of World War 11,
jes not center on battles and bombings,
:ner,

a production of J. Cousteau, whose
"in issuch
full-length films as "The Silent

i have made him world-famous. Here,
:o the gaiety and excitement of the be-

nt of a doctor's journey through a com■aveling to receive an honorary degree,
shbacks and events that in a day's time
}«-gman.
:onscious of the sometimes overly long
Hollywood "epics." Here is a delightexperimental film suitable for any type

&lENCES AUDITORIUM

f Exhibit

>m artist and master manufacturer of
shows at various galleries in Paris,
s recently returned from Japan and his
ital Art. He has made dozens of stained
I other buildings in Europe. Light has
own words: "The abstract image is a
ds, perhaps because it touches upon the
is*'transforms the interior of a church,
n the architecture. The dust Is washed
Vhile other artists express themselves
sxpresses himself through color, form
wishing art. His oils, watercolors, and
sft-y Union April sth through April 15th
ralDesk.

>AHL
:A to present his 1 own brand of pointed
:nt, with continual digressions and "did
:ely political and he spared no words in
inkies. Much of the rich humor derived
[eft no tern unstoned. One disappointing
:#s a gadfly on the Establishment, sayo matter who was in office, or what the
! these comments was that the audience
ly as it was merely hib job to be there,
hi) would complain that everything was
frig that anyone who speaks out against
he is neither a communist nor a
these comments,
esentatlon by
political
of
actions
all over the
y his
,s numerous attempts to learn the truth
American forces out of Viet Nam, and
*k esteem away from himself by these

Sthat

WISHING WELL

ACT'S ACTIONS

TINY ALICE
William Ball's production of TINY ALICE is a stirring and brilliant tour dc force. This is "theatre" at its best, although the
intrinsic value of the play itself is open to question. TINY ALICE
has bCen interpreted, reinterpreted, and analyzed yet again by
various and sundry critics since it was first performed a few
years ago. My feeling is that a good performance of TINY ALICE,
as A.C.T.'s certainly is, represents a very remarkable theatrical experience, where the language is thrilling, and one eagerly
awaits each new development in the plot. However, the play itself
is an. enigma without solution and any analysis beyond a simple
description of the action will be as fruitless as it is pointless. There
are many openings for those who like to read themes into works.
Whether this situation is a shortcoming or not must be left to the
aesthetic temperament of each individual. I believe that TINY
ALICE represents a dramatic exercise rather than a meaningful
play.

The cast is uniformly excellent, and even Paul Shenar, whose
acting I have criticized in several other plays (UNDER MILKWOOD,
TARTUFFE, and TWELFTH NIGHT) is remarkably well suited to
his role, and handles it very well. Dc Ann Mears (Miss Alice),
Harry Frazier (Cardinal), Ray Reinhardt (Lawyer), and Scott
Hylands (Butler) are all equally outstanding in their parts. TINY
ALICE is certainly one of A.C.T.'s better productions.

THE "CRUCIBLE"
The "Crucible" is probably Arthur Miller's best work, but
one would never get' this impression by seeing ACT'S performance of the play. This is because their flashy style of acting is not
well suited to this sombre and intense play, and tends to miss the
impact of the tragic situation. The work itself concerns the famed
Salem Massachusetts witch trials and the principles of honesty,
truth and responsibility in a society looking for witches in every
corner. It was written during the McCarthy era and has a strong
connection with that period, as the communists were transposed
into witches in Arthur Millers play. It is also well suited to our
own present world situation. The only difference between 17th century Salem and today is mat the aggression and murder is now perpetrated the name of freedom and democracy rather than in the name
of God.
Ramon Bieri and Angela Paton as John and Elizabeth Procter
turned in fine acting performances, as did Ken Ruta and Jay Doyle
as Reverend John Hale and Deputy Governor Danforth. The other
performances were adequate in their roles, except for Harry Frazier
as Reverend Parris. Mr. Frazier usually plays the "emasculated
old man" roles for ACT (Thieves Carnival, American Dream, and
Tiny Alice), and does them quite well; why, though should he play the
Reverend Parris in the same style? He consistently gave the wrong
emphasis to his part and is obviously very wrong for his role. What
was needed was a more stern and sombre character, similar to that
of Thomas Putnam, played by John Schuck. Kitty Winn as Mary Warren left much to be desired as her acting talents appear to be limited. William Ball, who co-directed this play with Allen Fletcher
shows again that he sometimes misses the entire point of a work,
as in "Under Milkwood." A slow and deliberate style with nightmare
qualities would have had more backbone to Its structure and more
power to its impact. 4 » v
•« � *«» •�»� �
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Spring Classes At Millberry
This quarter Millberry Union
Program Department is offering
three evening programs
Guitar
classes, Art Workshop, and Millberry Singers. Provided that the

Calypso At Noon

guitarist. He has studied under activity. Classes focus on the preManuel Sanguesa of Los Angeles sentation of a spring program to be
and was a student at the San held in Millberry Union.
Francisco Conservatory of Music.
Information and sign-ups for all
Classical guitar classes will be classes will be provided at the
minimum number of persons have held Thursdays from 7:00 p.m. to Central Desk in Millberry Union.
enrolled in each program, classes 8:30 p.m. All guitar classes will
will begin April Bth and will be held in the Madrone Room.
Phyllis Cohen will continue to
continue throughout the quarter for
a total of 8 sessions. Students are instruct the Art Workshop. Phyllis

-

given priority for registration.

graduated from New York State

Enrollment fees for the guitar and
art classes are $12.00 for students, spouses, children and faculty and $15.00 for non-Union
members, employees, and guests.
Three guitar classes will be
offered this quarter; beginning folk
guitar, intermediate/advanced folk
guitar and classical guitar. A
member of the "Tom and Lee
Trio", frequent entertainers at
the Drinking Gourd, and a recent
performer in a Meridian West
program, Tom Gillespie will be
instructing the beginning and in-

and then did graduate work at New

termediate/advanced folK guitar
classes. Beginning folk guitar
classes will be held Tuesdays
from 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. and
intermediate/advanced folk guitar
classes will be held Tuesdays
from 8:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
For the first time, the Program Department is offering a
course in classical guitar. The
class will be instructed by Kirby
Wilkerson who recently gave a
lecture-demonstration on classical guitar in Millberry Union.
Kirby is an accomplished classical

York University. She taught art
in New York several years prior
to coming to San Francisco. Previous students from last quarter can
certainly attest to her creative
approach. Classes will be held in
Millberry Union Public Cafeteria
Wednesdays from 7:15 p.m. to
10:15 p.m. Student models are
needed
all sizes, shapes, and
either sex are welcome to model
for three hours at $2.07 per hour.
Please call 666-2019 for an ap-

THE BUCCANEERS

-

pointment.
Millberry Singers, a program
offered free of charge, will again
be directed by Fred Wilkins. A
graduate of Cal State in Los Angeles, Fred has taught music both
in Los Angeles and San Francisco.

He was a member of the "Greg
Smith Singers" and is currently
performing with the "Oakland
Chamber Chorus." Classes will
meet in the Millberry Union Music
Room Thursdays from 5:30 p.m.
to 7:30 p.m. Refreshments are
served after each meeting. All
vocal ranges are welcome for this

"The Buccaneers," a remark-

friend who schooled him about
Calypso. Hehas been playing guitar
and singing'calypso ever since. He
won an Olympic Gold Medal for
Canada in the four man bobsled race.
Dr. V. George Rhoden, a Jamaican and a doctor of Podiatry in
San Francisco is on the instructor
staff at the San Francisco College
of Podiatry. He is a graduate of
Morgan State College, Baltimore,
New York University's School of
Physio-therapy as well as the
San Francisco College of Podiatry.
He won four gold medals in the
Medical School with a Jamaican Olympic track events. He sings
and plays the guitar.
Robert Sharpe, a Jamaican, and
University of California Medical
Center Personnel Representative,
is a graduate of the Royal Technical
College, Salford, England. He also
has a Bachelors Degree in Business Administration'and is presently a candidate for the Master's
Degree in Personnel Administration. He is President of the Jamaica
American Caribbean Association. He is an ardent debater, orator and public speaker.
He has played with the Virgin Island Steel Band, The Senator and

ably talented trio of two Jamicans
and one Canadian all outstanding
Olympic competitors, present a
real musical delight. Doctos
both sing
Emery and Rhoden
and play guitar, while Robert
Sharpe reveals his devotion to
nearly every percussion instrument of the Calypso genre.
Dr. John Emery, a Canadian, is
a Specialist in Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery and Hand Surgery with offices in Burlingame.
He graduated from Queens University in Canada. He attended

-

-

-

His Calypsonians, and the Kenny

Lawrence Trinidad Steel Band.
plays the maracas, claves
gourd, bell, conga and bongo
drums. He was an Olympic heavyweight boxer. He and Ed Sanders
(U.S.) defeated all comers and
ended up fighting each other.

He

"The Buccaneers"

-Calypso Performers

0

"The Committee agrees that
the quality of Millberry's
food has definitely improved
in recent months. We are
decidedly impressed.
Students should now judge
forthemselves."
Brian D. Johnston, Medicine,69
Chairman, Union Food Services Study Committee
( Remarks made at the 1 /28/68 Union Board Meeting )
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McCarthy

A Tale Of Two Nations

By Bill Fischer

By Michael Missakian

The time has come to make a
concerted effort to right the political life of this country, and as
students and medical professionals we have a unique opportunity
to work and to use our influence.
Senator McCarthy is the man who
has most consistently shown resolution and integrity on the great
issues now facing this country.
He was the first to make a concerted effort, and to campaign,
for what most of us believe to be
absolutely necessary, a peace in
Vietnam and reform in our cities.
We know the perils imminent if the
status quo on these issues is allowed to prevail. Only lately have we
come to have hope for a better
political future and to realize what
a curcial role political volunteers
will play in that future.

Although Robert Kennedy may
at

the

moment

appear

to be

the

popular candidate ("the one with

the best chance to win") on these
issues, we have seen how variable
such factors are. Even so, McCarthy, almost unknown in California a few months ago, is defeating Richard Nixon in the polls.
President Johnson is not. Now is
the time to educate and work for
the best possible candidate, a man
more rational in appeal and intelligent in thought than any now
available.
The first mission in California,
/if course, is to prevent Johnson

trom capturing the delegation, but
inasmuch as his proportion of the
Democratic vote in the polls is
32%, and falling, he seems in
little

13

danger of that. The more

votes that McCarthy gets in that
primary, the better, because it
may well only be with him as

nominee that the Democratic party can be unified in the race of a
Kennedy-Johnson feud.
Most important of all at the
moment is the registration drive.

Volunteers from the Medical Cen-

ter hope to reach thousands of
voters by April 11 who can be
expected to vote for a change in
the primary. Please contact me at
661-2481 if you're willing to help.
We are all busy, and will be bus-

ier, but the situation is crucial
and will not wait on our graduation or even summer vacation. We
need you.

once upon a time there existed a very powerful nation, the nation
in general was a good and happy one since it had just elected a handsome, bright, and young ruler, the new ruler used to travel around
the nation, appear on television, and speak on the radio, the ruler
wasn't perfect but he said many things the people remembered,

such as:
"ask not what your country can do for you, ask
what you can do for your country."
"let us never negotiate out of fear, but let us
never fear to negotiate."

"... and sincerity is always subject

to proof."

then a very tragic thing happened to the nation, its new ruler was
assassinated, as it is in my powerful nations the people were left
ignorant as to the actual circumstances of the assassination, besides
being left ignorant, the people were also left with a new ruler, the
new ruler was not quite a handsome, not quite as bright (in fact he
was more ignorant than the people), and not quite as young but he did
travel around the nation, did appear on television, (quite frequently,
in fact) and did speak on the radio, people remembered him and still
remember him for many things he has said, such as:
"don't spit in the soup, we all got to eat."
"i'm the only 'ruler' you've got."
"tomorrow will be drastically different from today."
during the many years before this new ruler was chosen, the
powerful nation had been somewhat subtly and somewhat overtly
helping a country 10,000 miles distantprotect itselffrom the vicious,
power hungry, and sinister enemy, the people in the powerful nation didn't really understand what was going on 10,000 miles away
and furthermore, since they saw to real detrimental effects from
this "aid" they really didn't care to know, it took many years before the people began feeling restless, began thinking something
was really wrong with this "aid" they were giving to a small country 10,000 miles away, a country whose rulers drove around in mercedes benz cars, deposited money in Swiss banks, owned much of the
land, and sent their children to private schools, it took many years,
it took more and more money, and it took more and more young men
from the powerful nation before the people knew that something y/as
wrong.
for many years the military leaders of the powerful nation continued telling the people they were "winning the hearts and minds"
of the people who lived in the country 10,000 miles away and that they
needed to keep up the good work, however, everyone knows that good
work requires much money and many men. so the military leaders
got what they wanted and the people really didn't have much to say

although most people in the powerful nation knew that something

was wrong they still trusted and believed the ruler when he would
say "we are winning," "the light is at the end of the tunnel," and
"we're at the turning point." but when the enemy launched a very
successful series of attacks throughout the country 10,000 miles away,
people in the powerful nation began to wonder, they wondered even
more when the ruler declared the enemy's offensive a complete failure, it was said that the enemy couldn't even hold the embassy in the
capital city, although they did manage to get inside.
after the enemy's offensive the powerful nation's ruler, who had
previously said "we are winning," "the light is at the end of the
tunnerl," and "we're at the turning point," toldthe people that military leaders needed many more men to continue doing their good work,
important men who were against the ruler's policies went on television to interview one of the ruler's wise counsellors, these men
were concerned that the ruler was negligent of his duty to the people,
the ruler hadn't asked or wasn't even considering asking what other
men in his government thought, these men wished to inform the people
in the powerful nation of the possible consequences of such a dramatic increase in aidto the small country 10,000 miles away. The people
were growing more and more disturbed and they didn't know what to
do.
the situation went from good to bad to worse to catastrophic, the
enemy, very much smaller in size, appeared to be stronger after
many years of fighting thin the powerful nation expected, the enemy
had repeatedly said that they would fight forever and the people in the
powerful nation began to realize that this was a definite possibility,
the people also began to feel the detrimental effects from their aid
to the small country 10,000 miles away, already 20,000 young men had
losttheir lives, many more had been wounded, billions upon billions
of dollars had been spent, and the ruler even attempted to place a
10% charge on the income of his people above their normal tax.
the people of this powerful nation were never known for drastic
actions, but they couldn't see the "light at the end of the tunnel,"
they didn't think that they were at the "turning point," and above all
they knew that they were not "winning." so they stormed the ruler's
palace, dragged him into the street, and cut off his head, then they
stormed the bastion of the military, dragged the military chiefs into
the street, and cut off their heads, they then ordered all the young
men in the country 10,000 miles away to return home, the enemy
eventually took over the small country 10,000 miles away and executed many of its rulers or at least the rulers who didn't have time
to escape, then the people in the powerful nation decided that it was
time to stop giving aid to countries whose leaders drove around in
mercedes benz cars, deposited money in Swiss banks, owned much
of the land, and sent their children to private schools.
moral: "humanity is a good thing, perhaps we can arrange the
murder of a sizeable number of people to save it."

CLEANING

about it.

during the years of the "aid" many people felt, for a variety of
reasons, that their nation's course was disastrous and wrong, protest and dissent came from many people but the ruler didn't care
how many people were against the "aid." hesaid tht even if only 1%
of the people were in favor of it he would still pursue his policies,
not only did people from the powerful nation protest but many other
people in other countries protested and dissociated themselves from
the powerful nation's policy, but it didn't really matter who was
against the powerful nation since it had such enormous economic
power that many countries depended upon it. therefore their protests
couldn't hurt the powerful nation.

Landahl Appointed
Visiting Professor
Dr. Herbert Landahl has been NETICS, in which emphasis will:
appointed Visiting Professor of be on applications of information j
Biophysics and Biomathematics at and control theory to the study of j
the University of California San mechanisms of biomedical and j
Francisco Medical Center. He is neuronal controL
Dr. Landahl's research is con- ;
currently on leave from the University of Chicago where he is cerned with the application of ma- j
thematical models of physiological \
Professor of. Mathematical Bioand psychological phenomena such j
logy and has been Acting Chairas excitation, transport, compart- :
man of the Committee on Mathement theory, and perceptual and :
matical Biology.
In the Spring Quarter he will learning processes in terms of :
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A UNIQUE TRAVEL BARGAIN!!!
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University Sets Standards of Conduct
juana and lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD), except as expressly permitted by
law;
"(9) Violation of rules gverning residence in University-owned or controlled

New standards of conduct have been issued for students and student organizations for
the University of California campuses. The revisions, effective immediately, are in
accord with the Council of the American Association of University Professors and the
United States National Student Association, Their joint statement on "rights and freedoms of students" has called for regulations to be "as clearly defined as possible."
The UC president noted that the amendment sought to "define more precisely the
meaning of standards of cnduct and is a clarification rather than a change of University
policy." He said the new definition had been reviewed with the Chancellors of the nine
UC campuses and that all were in agreement with it.

"(10) Disorderly conduct or lewd, Indecent, or obscene conduct or expression on
University-owned or -controlled property or at University-sponsored or-supervised functions;
"(11) Failure to comply with directions of University officials acting in the performance of their duties;
"(12) Conduct which adversely affects the student's suitability as a member of
the academic community,"

The text of the amendment follows:
"A student enrolling in the University assumes an obligation to conduct himself in a
manner compatible with the University's function as an educational institution. Misconduct for which students are subject to discipline falls into the following categories:

The UC Regents last week gave President Charles J, Hitch authority to amend student
regulations by withdrawing a restriction that had required their concurrence. The
previous UC "standard of conduct" had read as follows:
"Students enrolling In the University assume an obligation to conduct themselves in a manner compatible with the University's function as an educational
institution. Students shall refrain from conduct which significantly Interferes
with University teaching, research, administration, or the University's subsidiary responsibilities, or which endangers the health or safety of members of
the University community, or of visitors to the campus, and from disorderly
conduct on University premises or at University related events,"
President Hitch had told the Regents that "recent student disciplinary proceedings on
the campuses have demonstrated the need for more definite student conduct regulations,
Students and their attorneys have challenged University rules on the grounds of vagueness and lack of specificity,"
Hitch's statement noted that the amendment had been reviewed by the Chancellors
wit faculty and students
each of the campuses and by UC vice presidents, the
Academic Council, the Advisory Committee on Student Affairs and the General Counsel
of The Regents, "As far as practicable, all suggestions from these groups have been
incorporated," Hitch said.

"(1) Dishonesty, such as cheating.plagiarism, or knowingly furnishing false information to the University:
"(2) Forgey, alteration, or misuse of University documents,records,or identifica
tlon;

"(3) Obstruction or disruption of teaching, research, administration, disciplinary
procedures, or other University activities, including its public service functions, or of other authorized activities on University premises;
(4) Physical abuse of any person on University-owned or -controlled property or
at University-sponsored or -supervised functions or conduct which threatens
or endangers the health or safety of any such person;
"(5) Theft of or damage to property of the University or of a member of the University community or campus visitor;
"(6) Unauthorized entry to or use of University facilities;
"(7) Violation of University policies or of campus regulations including campus
regulations concerning the registration of student organizations, the use of
University facilities, or the time, place, and manner of public expression;
"(8) Use, possession, or distribution of narcotic or dangerous drugs, such as mari-

'

,

New Finance Officer
For School Of Medicine

AS. U.C.
CAL FLIGHTS-SUMMER 1968

Joseph H. Fee has been named
Business and Finance Officer,
School of Medicine, University of

California San Francisco Medical
Center, according to Dr. Stuart C.
Cullen, Dean of theMedicalSchool.
Fee comes to U.C. from the U.S.
Steel Corporation where he was
marketing administrator for the
past 10 years.
He resides with his wife, Diana, and their three children at

152 Castilian Way, San Mateo.
He received an A.B. Degree
in 1948, and an M.A. in 1949
from the University of Michigan.
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These flights are open to all students, faculty, and staff members of any campus of the University of California if they hold
such status throughout the six-month period preceding flight departure. The spouse, children, and parents living in the same household as the eligible person may also participate, providing they accompany the eligible student, faculty member, or staff member.
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The low fares shown above have been established by the major airlines for groups of 50 or more passengers travelling
together to and from Europe. Travel will be on regularly scheduled Jet flights, not charter flights. No one-way flights are available. All passengers must pay a full fare, except that children over 2 and under 12 pay only half-fare and occupy their own seat.
Infants under 2 occupy the same seat at their parent and pay these round-trip fares: to London—s24.so; to Paris—s26.so. In addition, A.S.U.C. charges each passenger a non-refundable $5 fee to cover administrative costs. No insurance is provided by the
A.S.U.C.
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QANTAS
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CAL FLIGHTS is a non-profit service of the Associated Students of the University of California, Berkeley, to provide members of the University community with low-cost air transportation to and from Europe during the summer months.
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The required deposit, including A.S.U.C's $5 administrative fee, is $50 per person ($25 for infants under 2), payable only
by check or money order to "A.S.U.C. Cal Plights." The balance must be paid by April 15 to "Travel Service, Inc." (2123
Addison St.. Berkeley; TH 8-0300), the travel agency assisting A.S.U.C. in the handling of these group flights. Travel Service,
will mail your ticket to you by May 20. Switching flights or reselling tickets is not permitted.

If you have any questions, please call us on weekdays, between 12:15 and 2, at
TH 8-4800, ext. 2229 or 4504; ar write A.S.U.C. Cal. Flights, 509 Eshleman Hall, Berkeley.
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GANONG TO LECTURE

William Francis Ganong, M.D.,
is the eleventh Faculty Research
Lecturer at the University ofCalifornia San Francisco Medical Center. Dr. Ganong, Professor and
Vice-Chairman of the Department
of Physiology will give his lecture
entitled Aldosterone and Renin Secretion: Regulatory Mechanism,
Clinical Implications, andTheoretical Considerations on April 24th
at 11:00 a.m. in the Medical Sciences Auditorium, onthe SanFrancisco campus.
In citing Dr. Ganong for this
•-_____-_-----»----------------------—

in,,

highest tribute by his colleagues,
Dr. William L. Epstein, ViceChairman of the Academic Senate,
commented: "The effect of brain
lesions upon salt metabolism, and
on the control of catechol amine
secretions are among the fields in
which, with collaborators, he has
made significant contributions."
Dr. Epstein continued his remarks, saying: "Without question,
Dr. Ganong's most important discovery is that angiotensin serves
as a stimulus to aldosterone secretion by the adrenal cortex.
This discovery adds an entirely
new dimension to endocrinology by
showing that an area other than the
brain and pituitary gland control
adrenal secretion and by defining a
new role for the renin-angiotensin
system of the kidney. This finding
is important to both clinical medicine and basic physiology because
of aldosterone'sfunction in regulating the metabolism of salt and potassium in the body."
Dr. Ganong received his medical
degree, Magna Cum Laude, in 1949
from Harvard Medical School and
interned at Peter Brigham Hospital. After serving a year with
the United States Army during the
Korean war hereturned to Harvard,
where, in collaboration with Dr.
David Hume, he began his studies
of hypothalmic control of pituitary
function. Dr. Ganong was appointed
to the University of California faculty in 1955.

————--—-—-—^___-__________-__________-_-_--.__-_----—————-—-—-——--—•
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Medical Student
Receives Fellowship
WASHINGTON, D.C.
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Fitzgerald, a junior in the school
of medicine at the University of

California Medical Center, San
Francisco, has been awarded a
$1,969 fellowship which will permit her to assist for 11 weeks
next fall at a hospital in Malaysia.
Miss Fitzgerald, the daughter
of Mrs. Edward T. Fitzgerald,
2412 Elsworth, Berkeley, California, and the late Mr. Fitzgerald,
is one of 31 American medical
students selected to receive Smith
Kline ? French Laboratories Foreign Fellowships from the Association ofAmerican MedicalColleges. The fellowships are supported by a grant from the Philadelphia manufacturer ofprescription medicines and other healthrelated products
Miss Fitzgerald will leave in
September for the Malaysian Government aborigine hospital at Ulu
Gombak, near Kuala Lumpur. She
will work under the supervision of
K. J. Lie, M.D., Ph.D., Parasitologist, University of California International Center for Medical Research and TRAINING.
Interested in tropical medicine,
Miss Fitzgerald will participate in
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In the past eight years 246 FelMiss Fitzgerald is a graduate low have served in 50 coutries of
of the University of California, Africa, Asia, Latin America and
Santa Barbara, where she was a Oceania.
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who understand that there are
times when no is the only
valid answer.

Our tour lets you see eight European countries
in the comfort of your own '68 Volkswagen.
We take care of all the arrangements.
The price (which varies, depending on VW
model and number of people in party) includes
everything. Your new Volkswagen. Round trip jet

fare from San Francisco. Hotel accommodations.
Continental breakfasts. Complete dinners.
Escorted tours. Marine and European driving insurance. And the cost of shipping your VW home.
There will be twelve tours in 1968, the first one
starting May 4th. Mail the coupon below for complete information, including itinerary.
Ours is a great way to see Europe. And think
of the souvenir you'll be bringing home.

And men whose business it is

to have your interests at heart.

Does that sound like just another
advertising phrase? Well, look
at it this way. Ask any top
professional if there's a healthier
way to build a following.
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VOLUNTARY MILITARY SERVICE V.S. THE DRAFT
By Dave Bomar
The persistence of the war in Vietnam continues to impress many young Americans with the immediacy of the draft. "Draft beer, not students" read the buttons
of the local slogan minds: "Hell Irol-We won't go" chant the protestors at the Oakland Army Terminal.
Manifestly, opposition to the draft is in the air, opposition that is well-publicized
in the mass media. The emergence of this opposition contemporaneously with the
beginning and intensification of the war shows that it is intended to serve as a pragmatic and tactical weapon to oppose the war.
Although it is not known to some, many of us in the growing young conservative
movement also oppose the draft, have been opposing it for years. If our efforts are
not widely reported, this is perhaps due to the fact that we tend to be too respectable
to be worthy of the type of headlines that are required to sell newspapers. If we
stand In opposition to conscription, it is notfor want of patriotism or for the purpose
of opposing the war. Young conservatives oppose the draft on the grounds that it
Infringes upon the right of free people in a free society to plan and run their own
lives.

A Matter Of Principle
In my last article I demonstrated that in order to preserve liberty in a free society, people must also assume the responsibility of acting in accordance with high
ethical standards, ever mindful of the fact that irresponsibility means social decline
and destruction. The question immediately arises: how is the free society to be preserved it its citizens are willing to assume the responsibility of it? The answer is,
of course, that no society, much less a free society, will survive unless it is protected from external antagonism. Where, then, do we find the Army to protect us, if
this Army must be made up of volunteers (after all, no rational man wants to die
for another)? I submit that in a society that is going to remain free, persons enough
to constitute an optimal peacetime Army will gladly volunteer to defend the country for two reasons: (1) the person who has been instructed in the meaning and the
constitution of the free society will realize that it is necessary to take responsibility of defeating that society. This presupposes that the citizen has been adequately
instructed in the rationale of the free society, for a person is unlikely to voluntarily
give his life for something that he does not understand. If no rational man wants to
die for another, then, he may quite willingly give his life to further the propagation
of an idea,
(2) In order to attract and retain competent personnel, the military services must
offer a fair market wage, rather than the pittance now paid to new recruits. This is
not to say that a voluntary soldier is a materialist. Payment of an adequate wage is
necessary to avoid a disillusioning contradiction: how can a society claim that its
freedom is worth saving and yet be unwilling to share a part of its wealth with the
persons who are physically responsible for saving it? No better example of the relationship between the free market and the free society can be found.
A conservative is a realist, too. In times of acute national crisis, it may be necessary that mass conscription be carried out, in order that an Army of sufficient
size may be raised within a short duration of time, without bankrupting the nation's
financial resources. In the American constitutional context, acute national crisis has
always meant a declaration of war by the Congress. Beginning with Korea, however,
this power of Congress has undergone excessive erosion. Thus, while continuing to
maintain that a peacetime draft is inimical to the free society, the conservative
asks that Congress reassert its constitutional perogatives In the field of foreign affairs, so that we may at least know whether or not we are at war.
To reiterate the above, let me quote from a statement made by David Franke of
Young Americans for Freedom before the Senate Armed Services Committee:
"More and more young people today are reacting
against a government increasingly centralized, totalitarian, and contemptuous of the desires of the Individual. At the same time they are looking for causes to identify with, and the shame
is that the defense of freedom, through military service, is so often rejected-not
because they are unpatriotic, but because of the element of compulsion, because of
the obvious inequities in the method of selection, because of the bureaucratic stagnation they and their friends before them have found in military life, and because the
American cause has never been adequately explained to them."

...

Principle And Practice
It Is all fine and dandy to adhere to principle, you may say, but what are the young
conservatives doing that Is, In a practical sense, furthering the cause of voluntary

IMPLICATIONS FOR MILITARY STRATEGY

What would be the effect of a volunteer army on military strategy? Undoubtedly,
a professional army would number less than the 2.9 million men currently In uniform. As I see It, the decrease In size would make It mandatory that the volunteers
army utilize every bit of new technology that becomes available; In other words the
mainstays of military strategy would have to be weaponry and tactical advantage. No
longer would it be feasible to oppose the enemy on a man-to-man basis and shoot at
him with rifles, as has been done in every war In which the United States has participated.
As NATIONAL REVIEW says (May 30, 1967,p. 557). "The present strategy comalmost a man-to-man
mits us to opposing the enemy with American
ratio. We refuse to invoke our strongest weapons. Under a voluntary system, with a
small army of professionals, we would have no choice but to alter our strategy in the
direction that has been urged upon us for years by our greatest military thinkers,
starting with MacArthur in 1952. Namely, start using our advanced weapons, the
tactical nuclear bombs, the debilitating chemicals, some of the appropriate gases.
The conclusion is inescapably implicit in the proposals for a voluntary army."

Economics Of The Volunteer Army

. ..

CORDING TO THE NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIEW.)

t

*

The study of pricing theory indicates that the size of a volunteer army would
depend on the wage offered. If the wage Is Increased, a larger number of persons
•is induced to enter the service. It's that simple.
Elaborating on this theme is Professor Milton Friedman of Chicago, who says,
"If it were proposed explicitly that a special income tax of 50 per cent be imposed
on enlisted men in the Armed Services, there would be cries of outrage. Yet that
is what our present pay scales plus conscription amounts to."
Although the aggregate cost of wages would be greater with a volunteer army,
there are many economics, too. According to Brig. General Lynn O. Smith, "The
dollars saved by training 50,000 to 75,000 new men for the Army each year, instead
of the present 200,000 or 300,000 would more than compensate for the cost of qualifying the 10-year veteran for a place In the civilian economy ..." Additionally, the
army would be forced to become more efficient in its use of manpower. Presently, if
the army lacks an adequate number of file clerks, a few more persons can be drafted
to perform this duty. If this were not the case, new ways of increasing the efficiency of
file clerks would have to be formulated.
In the Spring, 1967, issue of NEW INDIVIDUALIST REVIEW, Professor Walter Y.
Oi of the University of Washington presents quantitative cost estimates of maintaining a
projected requirement of 2.65 million men In uniform during 1970-75. During this syear period, "it is projected that only 38.5 per cent of qualified males of military age
will be demanded by the Armed Services." At the same time the ratio of requirements to voluntary enlistments would be 1.6 If conscription were abolished Necessitating the reduction of this ratio to unity), "first term military pay would have
to be increased by 68 per cent, from $2,500 to $4,200 per year "... Because of
its higher retention rates, only 27.5 per cent of qualified males in each age class
would be needed to sustain this voluntary force." Translated into aggregate figures,
this means that the cost of maintaining an all volunteer army would be about 4
billion dollars more per year than the cost of maintaining a mixed army of conscripts and volunteers.
If the use of advanced weaponry and tactics is instigated, the requirement of
2.65 million men could be reduced, resulting in a smaller figure.

Where Do We Go From Here
In the course of this article, I have examined the possibility of abolition of the
draft and the introduction of an all-volunteer army from the standpoints of conservative principles, military strategy, and economic feasibility. On all three bases the
Indication is that this is a practical and sensible program. It seems to me that the
next step is to begin to work for candidates and parties that espouse the abolition
of the draft for thesereasons. Ultimately, there Is no reason why this policy cannot be
effected.

military service? Considerable, baby, considerable.
The Republican presidential candidate of 1964, Barry Goldwater, has stated that
the concept of a volunteer army "Is based solidly upon the notion that man's most
fundamental right and responsibility is to live his own life." Throughout the campaign Senator Goldwater vowed to abolish the draft, in accordance with the 1964
Republican Party Platform, which read: "We pledge
re-evaluation of the
Armed Forces manpower procurement programs with the goal of replacing involuntary inductions as soon as possible by an efficient voluntary system, offering real
career incentives." A," we all know, Goldwater was adjudged by the opinion moulders
to be an "extremist" ai i a danger to a free society. The rest Is history.
Conservative opposite n to the draft is by no means a recent phoenomenon. Let me
quote from a radio speech by the late Senator Robert A. Taft of Ohio made on September 5, 1940. (At this time there was pending the Burke-Wadsworth Bill, "which
proposed peacetime conscription In America for the first time in history, "AC«

"It Is said that a compulsory draft Is a democratic systdm. I deny that It has anything to do with democracy. It is far more typical of totalitarian nations than of
democratic nations. It Is absolutely opposed to the principles of Individual liberty

...

If we must use compulsion to get an
quirements of military service in Europe
army, who not use compulsion to get men for other essential tasks?" (For the benefit of the local collectivists, this is a rhetorical question, not a suggestion.)
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Separate Graduations?
By James A. McNamara, Editor
This June It seems that there may be two graduation ceremonies
at the Medical Center -at least In the opinion of some Medical School
personnel. Medical School graduation seemingly will take place on
Friday night, June 7th, while the "rest of the schools" will graduate
at the Civic Auditorium on the afternoon of June Bth.
The Department of Medicine (separate from theSchool of Medicine)
for over 25 years has sponsored the Gold-Headed Cane Ceremony
In Millberry Union, during which the outstanding senior medical student has been honored. This year the ceremony has moved off
campus and will take place on the eve of graduation.
The ASUCMC Assembly discussed this situation at their meeting
on March 28th, and the following resolution was passed:

"The Assembly recognizes that each year it has been traditional
for the School of Medicine to have a Gold-Headed Cane Ceremony
in addition to the campus-wide Commencement. It has been
brought to the attention of the Assembly that this year the school
of Medicine plans to expand the Gold-HeadedCane Ceremony into
a Convocation. While the Assembly can appreciate the significance
of the Cane Ceremony and the School ofMedicine's desire to place
additional emphasis upon it, we wish to express our strong feeling
that medical students should in no way view this as a substitute for
the traditional Commencement exercises.
The trend in the past few years has been towards unifying the
four separate professional schools on this campus into one health
sciences center. The Assembly strongly feels that an interdisciplinary approach is the only effective was to deal with health problems today and would view with alarm any action by any school
on campus which would serve to reverse the new trend toward unity
of the San Francisco Medical Center.
The Assembly therefore urges:
1. That any graduation ceremonies planned by theSchool of MediCine not be called Commencement and not be viewed as a substitute for Commencement
and

2. That the School of Medicine take appropriate measures to

emphasize to its students the importance and necessity to continuing to attend the campus-wide Commencement exercises."

The Medical School certainly has a right to hold any event honoring
the graduating seniors. This is a practice of virtually all the professional schools. It does seem unfortunate, however, that two such
highly regarded and traditional events be in such close x proximity
to one another. Perhaps this conflict can be avoided in future years if
the ceremonies are not held during the same week.
Yet this whole situation may reflect a basic failure of the University to provide a real significance to the Commencement exercises,
the event which should be one of the highlights of our professional
careers. Commencement should not be merely a formality. Rather,
the inherent gratification of that day should be enhanced by a meaningful program and possibly by the actual presentation of diplomas
during the exercises. Certainly this would make Commencement
a true graduation.
In any case, we could hope that the Gold-Headed Cane Ceremony
would be an event in addition to, not instead of, Commencement exercises, and that all efforts be directed so that Commencement itself
would become a more significant event.

BAS

LETTERS TO EDITOR Cont.
and then becomes a
Dean, he usually serves out his
term on the Committees.
It makes no more sense to have
students members of Academic
Senate Committees than it would
to have faculty members of student organizations. This is not
to say that student advice and
council is not needed:
It Is, and
it is very important, but the way
to get It is to have students as
representatives of their own organization giving advice and council to the Academic Senate Committees. On the other hand, I think
It is logical to have students as
regular members of Administrative committees and, as a matter
of fact, they already are members
of some administrative commit
tees on this campus.
The logical way to begin meaningful student participation is, first
of all, for students to set up a
campus wide organization of their
own that meets at regular intervals so student opinion can be
formulated. Then officers or delegates from this organization can
be consultants to the appropriate
Academic Senate and administrative committees or individuals or
to the Senate as a whole just as
faculty members are now consultants on certain student commitprofessor

-

Posters
Printed

committees, function. If they become informed on matters under
consideration, candidly articulate
their considered opinion and attend
regularly, it is likely the pattern
will follow that taken at Antioch

REASONABLE RATES

and students will assume more
and more responsibilities. On the
other hand, if they do not become informed and do not attend
regularly the course will be other-

Millberry Union
Operotions Dept.
Forms available in Room 245

wise.

MILLBERRY UNION

Let us face the fact that the older generation has made a considerable mess of the world. The students are, for the most part, the
ones being educated and the ones
who have most of their livesahead
of them. In every class, on the
average, there are likely to be
some students who are smarter
than any particular faculty member. So if the students have ideas
about how the educational process may possibly be changed for
the better they should be listened to and ways should be set up to
facilitate this communication.
Furthermore, student representatives eventually may show such
competence that they will be on
administrative bodies with the
right to vote as has happened in
some other education institutions.
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In contrast to this way of proceeding is the way students have
participated in some South American Universities, namely by force,
.which has contributed to many of
these universities being fourthrate
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Pacific Coast
Squash

POETRY

Tournament
For the first time in three years,
Medical Center will not have
the
PLOD
PLOD
PLOD
PLOD
PLOD
the Pacific Coast Squash ChampWe are perfectly in step, two by two, four by four
Though my lover and my best friend.
ionship Class "C" trophy in resiPerfect concentric circles we march
and
you,
myself.
You,
Talk
of
dence. The Center almost had the
again
Little do they know my secret way
Class "B" Trophy, however, as
again
That I ascend to you, and You to me.
Mike Roizen, a freshman Medical
our ruts ever growing deeper
.Almighty
Student, wasdefeated 17-16 in the
all in a large brown hole
fifth game of a best of five class
Brightened only by sterile, starched white lab coats
"B" semi-final match.
lit up by a hilarious sun, an eternity above.
Once before in my youth
Mike Roizen, by virture of triI Shuned their foreign oratory.
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umphs
ant
me.
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A starched marching
"B" tournaments which he entered,
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represented the Medical Center in
glimpses the chartreuse and purple colors of theworld.
Victoria, 8.C., atthe Pacific Coast
and
overwhelming
beauty
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am
the
of
by
dazzled
I
Time has brought the neuter fruits of man
Squash Championships.
infinite variety
That replaced satisfaction with illusive understanding.
After easily winning in the first
feeling
cries,
their
suddenly
others,
am
one
with
I
While the vegetable of nature was let to rot
Friday night and defeating the
round
hearing their music
And its beautiful sustinenace perhaps lost.
number
four seeded player earlier
the
can
wear
face
of
each.
I
in the morning (another Medical
To be reborn again and to seek the labyrinth womb
Student
Jeff Woodside of UniNo sooner do I begin to beat with this strange and pulsingworld
versity of Oregon he learned to
That I want closed.
than the ominous magnet of my vacant place in the
play while in Medical School), Mike
Is to again run in the book of life.
blind marching line
But my thousand beautiful endless deaths cramp my body
faced the number one seed of the
and
plus me back into the muck,
aesthetics.
crystalline
enjoy
poison
To
halt
and
To
their
tournament, Hugh Irving of VanPLOD
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couver, B.C.
Before a partisan Canadian refYESI my day is made! What a gorgeous specimen of this disease.
Myself has mistaken instantaneous slowed time for enlightenment.
eree
and crowd, which at first
me
sinking
from
A textbook easel
While Truth has simultaneously and rapidly
seemed
to bother Roizen, Irving
.Who is this suffering
A tiny voice whispers.
euphoric
commitment.
And my pure
won the first two games easily.
person? It question I.
University of California, SanFranPanicked, I glimpse the chartreuse sy above.
Now
cisco Medical Center, representabut the fog returns
tive, Mike Roizen, then stormed
hole,
the
large
me
to
floor
of
the
brown
gluing
Now to stay is to dodge, and to move lay tranquil
back to reach the climatic fifth
locking me into my place in line,
While experiance shows nothing.
game. In this game Roizen led
a link in the uniform chain,
I, now, remember my wants for they are Yours.
14-10, Irving then tied it all 14
When we transcend from me t You.
Lipson
all,
Roizen again pulled ahead 16Juliene
Cerebration expands into self beauty—And we again have faith. -14, but blew it 17-6. Irving went
on to win the tournament.
Another SquashTournament winCHILDREN
time
is
controled.
THREE
Us people agree to live a day even though
ner
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obtain
only
a
is
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to
clearer
mood
While the latter in
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year
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are
Thee
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Mistaken Paradise.
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the California State "B"
Three children go out into the world.
Tarn
and
fulfilment
my desire
In transcending
Championship.
For it creates what is obtained pfeviously, and previously before.
The first child is satisfied.
Almighty
He stays far away.
He sees only the blue of the ocean
And not the seaweed.
Let Me be thankful dear Mourned wise friend.
For this is my kingdom and 1 know the crooked path that brings
He tastes only just rippened fruit
5 room house, center patio,
The Spring Lake.
And not the old decaying harvest
25 years old, excellent condiis
born.
He touches only the things
Will in hours—when morning again
tion, large bedrooms and
That do not penetrate his skin.
closets, six blocks from U.C.
The rising smell of fresh cut grass is his simple delight.
My vanity pushes you to say.
The smell of a sewer will never be known.
125Rivoli
The raped virgins in te southland
He will hear the beautiful sounds of Chopin,
Only hold the keys to my image.
But will not hear the cry from the ghetto.
Why, I hold a joint venture with my faith.
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THE ILLUSION

Michaud Heads Students for Kennedy

Continued from page 7

youth who are deprived ofdignity and the ability to love one's brothers
by the very system of which he is a part.
The United States of America is hell-bent on preventing anyone
from controlling much of the course of his own life, both here and
everywhere abroad, the most obvious example being all too evident.
And Mr. Humphrey shares the same delusions of the Tightness of
such actions. After all, we can all, including the Vietnamese, live
cleaner, better, healthier lives though we won't have cleaner, freer
souls. But what does having soul have to do with it anyway I
It is to such attitudes my response is addressed, attitudes clearly
reflected in the tenor of Mr. Humphrey's telegram and the role
he is playing in defending Administration policy at home and in Vietnam. Though my reply was brief, hopefully I indicated some of the
contradictions between the thoughts of Vice-President Humphrey
and his actions
contradictions which I hope are clear to members
of SHO, so that we may avoid his mistakes as we bring our feelings
into actual political realities.

—

RESPONSE: CONFRONT
Dear Mr. Humphrey:
As individual participants in the SHO National Assembly, we, the
undersigned, appreciate your interest but find it ironic indeed that
you should offer us your plaudits at a time when you are increasingly
implicated in policies that make our goals more difficult to achieve.
Your complicity in the death of hundreds of thousands of both Vietnamese and American people negates our individual efforts to pre-

serve life and diverts the resources necessary to confront our social
problems at home. Your increasing reliance on repressive measures
to meet the problems arising from the need for fundamental changes
in our society shows a complete lack of understanding of the goals of
many of our efforts. We sincerely hope you will examine carefully, the
analysis of the ills of the American system offered by our projects
and publications and the reasons for our opposition to the repressive
subjugation of the Vietnamese people and the subsequent erosion of
our basic freedoms at home. Thank you,
Sincerely,

Denis Michaud, A.S.U.C.M.C.
President, is now acting chairman of Students for Kennedy for
the State of California. He is also
one of the twelve student delegates
for Kennedy. The above appointments were made by Jesse Unruh,
chairman of the Kennedy delegation in this state.
The following is the opening
statement by Michaud at the press
conference in Los Angeles where
the student delegates were introduced.
"We are here today, and many
students are joining with us in
the STUDENTS FOR KENNEDY
campaign because Senator Robert
Kennedy gives us the opportunity
to participate meaningfully in finding solutions to the challenges facing our society.
For the first time in American
politics there are students on a
Presidential delegation as fullfledged members. In this capacity, we are able to contribute our
manpower and time as well as
our ideas. We have alsd found
in this campaign that our opinions are both actively solicited
and valued.
"First, this campaign presents

re-establish confidence not only
in our political process, but also
in the Democratic Party.
"At the same time, we all firmly believe that in this election
year the decisive question for the
voters is on the issues, not only
in Vietnam, but on the equally important issues of poverty, ghettos,
discrimination and education. In
fact, the issues relate to the complete spectrum of America's role
in today's world. Because we are
fighting to change and redefine
governmental policies on issues we
feel it is vital that concerned
Americans unite behind a candidate who offers the best alternatives to present policies on all
critical issues facing our socie-

the first real time and opportunity
to become involved
in the political process at a meaningful level. It allows a concrete
response to the challenges facing
our country today.
"Second, based on Robert Ken- ty.
"To us, the best possible choice
nedy's past record and the present reality of having students as of a candidate who has the greatdelegated as more than a token est chance of replacing the present
gesture, the students and youth administration is Robert F. Kenof California have a candidate nedy.
"We, as well as the vast mawith whom they can identify, for
jority of California students, will
whom they can work.
"We feel, as well as do all of do all in our power
student
to see that this state'
the STUDENTS FOR KENNEDY, power
that all America owes Senator Mc- Democratic delegation goes to ChiCarthy a great debt for his cour- cago in August to support Robert
ageous and determined efforts to F. Kennedy.

for students

—

—
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The Tale of the Zakheim Frescoes
amazing wartime experiences,
Zakheim came to the United States
at age twenty. He spent manyyears
in custom furniture manufacturing
but his primary interest never
ceased to be painting. He spent
much time travelling through EuBy Nathan and Matthew Zakheim rope, living and painting amongst
the artists. Especially interested
Many people, when told about in fresco, he went to Mexico to
frescoes, look puzzled and ask spend time with Diego Rivera.
what they are. For thousands of
Soon his own frescoes were apyears frescoes have been a meth- pearing throughout the United
od through which artists paint di- States, particularly in the Bay
rectly on the wet plaster of walls. Area.
Pigments are brushed directly into
fresh plaster using only water as a
vehicle, the plaster itself being
Dr. Cauncy Leake, interested
the medium. Once hardened, plas- in combining art with the science,
ter and pigment become one. Seen brought about a university comunder a microscope, one particle mission for the frescoes on mediof pgiment would be surroundedby cal history. One panel "Superstiten particles of plaster. The pigtion in Medicine," depicts ancient
ments are exclusively earth col- practices of black magic, alchemy,
ors-Indian red, yellow ochre, burnt amputation. (Using brute force insienna, terra verte, to name a stead of anesthetic). Sacrifice to
few. With time the paster can the Gods, the opening of liver to
harden to limestone, remaining as detect omens (thus the discovery
vivid for centuries as when first of diseases) and the treatment of
painted. This durability explained mental illness by use of stocks,
the present day survival of ancient lashing and strait-jackets.
Byzantine and Italian frescoes.
Included in the primitive mediilul. note: Nullum and Matthew Zakheim are now in the proves:: of restoring the
frescoes painted by theirfather
in the 19305. These works of art originally were found in Cole Hall in the
old Mcd School Building. The followin); is their story.)

Cole Hall

Frescoes at U.C.
There are two sets of frescoes
at U.C. Medical Center, totaling
twelve panels. One set was formerly located in Cole Hall of the old
medical school building, the other
set in Toland Hallr The Toland
Hall frescoes depict early California medical history in ten consecutive panels. Unfortunately, in
the 1940's the presiding chancellor
ordered that the murals be cov-

ered with wallpaper, presumably
because they were distracting lectures. In 1962,the murals were uncovered, and were found severely
damaged by a peeling of thefresco
surface caused primarily by the
wallpaper paste.

The Artist
Bernard Baruch Zakheim was
born in Warsaw, Poland, in 1898.
After studying at various European
academies, and surviving many

cine fresco is considerable subliminal satire, continuing a tra-

dition maintaining by such early
fresco masters as Michaelangelo.
William Randolph Hearst stands
snactimoniously as a priest with
the good book in one hand and
an incense burner supposedly
clearing the air of evil spirits.
Surrounding the priest stand the
choir boys, robes suggesting organ pipes, singing with angelic
oval mouths, as if on Christmas
cards. Enthusiastically joined in
the choir are the geese, and lamb
of the sacrifice next door, unmindful of the thousands of years supposedly separating them.
Lying in agony, leg being amputated, is a janitor who refused
to permit the artist to paint after
five o'clock, even if he were in the
heat of inspiration —immortality
to a little known janitorI The
brute holding down the unfortunate
man wears a tattoo with the initials P. 8., these stand for Phyllis

and Bernard, assistant and artist
then courting each other, later
to marry and bear sons who turned
out to be the art restorers themselves.
In the panel of rational medicine,
the persons pictured are doctors
from the university involved in research, notably Dr. Leake, andDr.
Saunders.

Demolition
In mid 1967, the artist received
notice that the University was
proceeding with plans to demolish
the old medical school building
and the Murals might be destroyed also. Alarmed, persons from
outside and within the university
made certain that a thorough investigation was launched to determine what action might save the
works of art. A local San Francisco gallery gave estimates in a
twenty thousand dollar plan that
"might work." Specialists from
other parts of the state recom-

mended that the frescoes were not
salvageable. Thus the artist received a letter saying that "regrettably" the murals were doomed. Working through the contractor's license of friends of the
artist, the artist's two sons drew
up a plan for removal of the frescoes, and the university accepted
a contract to actualize the project. The initial fund was four
thousand dollars, with the immediate expense of scaffolding and
a fee to the contractor, leaving
less than three thousand dollars
to remove the frescoes. Later another two thousand was added to
the original sum.

cracks and cavities we used a premixed paste of acrylic and marble
dust. A lab donated a large syringe
for filing cracks with acrylic emulsion. The raised, cracked were cut
away using a fine jewely sawblade,
then reset in paste andre-painted.
We use the original ground earth
colors suspended in acrylic matte
medium for retouching scars,
scratches, etc. Once retouched,
the murals will be covered with
glass, remaining in their present
location for a few years until
transfer to the yet unconstructed
new nursing building.

Removal

The artist Bernard Zakheim is
still very active. For instance he
has just completed a large monument to be exhibited in Berkeley
soon. He has no desire to see his
connection with the university dissolve at this point. Living on his
farm at Sebastopol, California,
Zakheim is ready to begin a third
panel of fresco on medical history, this time looking to medicine
of the future! In the atomic age,
with growing use of cybernetics,
electronics, and computers, lies
fertile possibilities for expansion
of the artist-scientist union. Originally a third panel was to have
been painted to complete the
series. The movement of composition in the existing panels points
to the top center, where the third
panel was to be a peak.
However, right now the Toland
Hall Frescoes are still in deplorable condition, very badly
damaged and constantly peeling.
Perhaps the restoration ofthe University's artwork signals the introduction of a new area in which
the new buildings may be decorated
with murals, and other artwork unfolding the miracles and mysteries
of medical science in the renaissance of high culture and science
and art to bring inspiration and
color to the matte grey cement
of our geometric modern architecture. This of course, has been
present for many years in Mexico's public buildings. Let's hope
that local artists will have a chance
to compete for wall space, and perhaps for Artist Zakheim to finish
his third panel.

The problem presented was that
of plasters 1 ' thick and 7' x 10'
to be removed intact as possible
from the four course brick wall
on which it was directly plastered. To add to the difficulty of
this seldom encountered operation, the plaster was in three
layers of unknown adhesiveness
on a surface of unknown properties.
After several attempts at sawing the fresco from the wall, itwas decided to remove the wall
itself, brick by brick, hardening
the plaster as the bricks were
removed, until the whole back was
exposed. At this point the fresco
was lowered. Fiberglass, a steel
grid, and steel I beams were attached with plastic resins. The
frescoes were then crated and
moved by crane to their present
location in H.S.W., where expert
movers positioned them and secured them to the ceiling and
floor. Space age industrial materials were used to harden and
reinforce the panels. However,
unavoidably during the removal
certain small damages occurred,
which combined with the cracks
and chips already present, clearly called for repairs to restore
the murals to their original condition.

Restoration
The artist and his sons were
asked to submit a bid for restoration of damages, a contract later
being signed for the task. To fill

The Future

